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DR. LEA'S APOLOGIA

IN this work are presented a very large number of

quite indisputable facts illustrative in the first instance

of a parallelism of meaning and of numerical values in

the equivalent of the letters constituting words and

phrases employed in the Greek text of Scripture and

other writings of the apostolic or sub-apostolic period.

The problem to be solved is first whether the facts are

relevant to any principle of importance in the teachings
and interpretation of Scripture, and second, the question
to what they actually do refer.

We know of course that the Greek alphabet was used

to express numerals, and that the numeral values of the

letters were and are as follows :

A a . i I i, . 10 P p . TOO

B . 2 K K . 20 S<r. 2OO

F 7 . 3 A X . 30 T T . 300
AS. 4 M /M . 40 TV. 400
E e . 5 N i; . 50 4><. 500
Z . 7 B f . 60 X x 600

Hi;. 8 Oo.yo ^ . 700
. 9 Il7r.8o fl m . 800

It is plainly possible to sum, or add up, the letters

of any word or sentence, and to record the result. But

that the sum of the letters could have any possible

reference to the literary sense of the word or sentence

would seem an insane proposition were it not that there
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is abundant evidence in the case of more than one

language that so it was thought, and indeed so intended

of deliberate purpose.
It is moreover impossible to conceive that a purpose

or plan which involved the moulding and literary shaping
of writings deemed sacred could in itself have been a

light or casual one, or conceived with any but the most

serious of motives. To deny this would be equivalent
to a denial of the high estimate of the value of such

writings in the minds of their sponsors. Gospel narra-

tive, parable and sermon, prophecy and apocalyptic, all

are involved in this.

Therefore it will be submitted that the purpose of

this plan was a very high one, of enormous import to

the world, and that it must be one capable of being
disclosed to human intellect from a study of the writings
in this light by the use of the ordinary logical faculties

of mankind. Except to those faculties no appeal is

made.

But if anyone asks the question "What's in a

name ?
" and tries to get an answer from what is shown

concerning the greatest of all Names, he will find great

store of mystery in some five hundred undeniable facts

herein recorded.

This is the Apologia of a clergyman and a naturalist.

It is made in face of continual warnings that specimens
will not be looked at by theologians, warnings that he

cannot bring himself to heed. His memory goes back

to a lovely springtime among the hills of California

where specimen after specimen, eagerly and enthusias-

tically studied, spoke to him of its relevancy to some

vast unknown truth concerning the past. Moth by
moth : plant by plant : that countryside said to him
" Learn ! Why is it that we are so like those others

of our own genera and orders that you know, and yet
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different in species and so much more numerous ? And
are not all our names known and recorded in the world's

lists ?
" For thus men learn ! for theories may be

wrong, but specimens are facts. And from facts all

knowledge comes.

Later, on return from a more inaccessible spot, with

a load of unrecorded specimens, a kindly hint was given
that there was no need to fear to speculate or to theorise.

Theory is but a way of grouping specimens, holding good

provisionally only until a better way is found. And to

the better may succeed another yet more perfect, for who
at our present state of knowledge or mental attainment

shall reach ultimate truth ?

The dominating idea of the present work is therefore

that by a careful study of a sufficiently large number
of specimens, that is, of instances of correspondence
between number and significance of words and phrases
or sentences, a hypothesis may be framed and gradually
verified.

What seems to be in sight is a mathematical sym-
bolism for the mysteries of the Faith, pointing to a

mathematical concept underlying them and ultimately
to a mathematical "locus" for the miraculous element

they contain.

The part taken in this research by the present writer

has been mostly the sending of pioneer specimens to his

collaborator. Such is the duty of the field-naturalist.

Such is his share in the work.



PREFACE

IT may be allowable to give a short account of the

origin of this work and of the book which preceded it.*

In 1913 there appeared
" Foundations

" with its state-

ment "that the empty tomb and the series of appearances
the sign which satisfied the apostles can, in the nature

of the case, be no convincing sign to us", and further,

that
" Christian theology will never be more than an

ineffective, purely defensive '

apologetic
'

until it has

squarely and fairly faced this fact ".

One might wish that writers would use the word
"
fact

"
in its proper sense of Indefeasible Particular. It

is at least a verifiable fact that the two sentences quoted
occur in

" Foundations ". But beyond that there is very
little fact about them. Many good Christian ministers

deeply resented the statement they contain, and appealed
with no very satisfactory result to a somewhat lethargic

episcopate. But one minister at least set his face squarely
and candidly against it, determined to meet it with a flat

denial. Were such a statement left unchallenged it could

only mean that faith and knowledge must needs be dying,
if not already dead.

In 1914 Dr. Lea first gave expression to an opinion he

had long entertained to the effect that there was evidence

* 'A Preliminary Investigation of the Cabala contained in the Coptic
Gnostic Books and ot a similar Gematria in the Greek Text of the New
Testament.' Oxford: Blackwell, 1917.
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in the Bruce Gnostic papyrus of a geometrical and mathe-

matical symbolism connected with the teaching of Our

Lord's Resurrection which might be found to involve a

transcendental element comparable to what our present-

day science would term a "
fourth dimension

" and that a

locus for the miraculous might be sought for in this

direction. He published this view tentatively in the first

instance in the form of an Easter Sermon, through his

friend and churchwarden, Mr. W. C. Lyon of St. Austell.

This, in such a year at least, was unlikely to command
much attention. But in the summer of 1915 a letter to

the Guardian brought the writer into touch with Mr.

Bligh Bond who was already interested in ancient archi-

tectural geometry, and a close and active correspondence
ensued.

It soon became apparent that a new branch of scholar-

ship and research was opening up and that the Greek

Gematria would have to be studied and tabulated.

It was evident too that the unknown authors of the

Coptic Gnostic Books must have had access to material

which had since become inaccessible. What, then, was

the evidence which satisfied the Apostles ? Had it all

been produced and examined ? To this the answer was

bound to be a plain and emphatic
" No !

" But there

were available two lengthy documents of undoubted

antiquity, preserved not only in the original Coptic with

much Greek intermingled, but also in the form of careful

and scholarly translations, in the one case Latin, and in

the other both French and German. And yet both had

been, it would appear, neglected and despised by the

learned authors of
" Foundations "

in common with other

English Biblical scholars. These books nevertheless pur-

ported to be Resurrection Discourses of Our Lord and
must surely have been recorded by men who were at least

persuaded that He might have uttered them.
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Even if we suppose these works to be the mixture of

heresy and nonsense that most scholars thought them to

be (the material side being so unfamiliar and mystical in

form), it yet seemed probable that they might contain

evidences of something more something which was

neither heresy nor nonsense. For even a lie must in

some way be built on truth and may suggest that of which

it is a denial or distortion, It may even have an actual

admixture of truth. And in this case it soon became

more and more certain that some principles of truth were

imbedded in these writings, namely truth of a mathe-

matical order, for it appeared that there were traces of

mathematics of a very adventurous sort in these books,

and mathematics are verifiable. Some of the formulae

were verified or found consistent. Now it was obvious

that no mere mathematics could be regarded as a subject

for Resurrection discourses. But mathematics dealing

with unalterable verities might be the vehicle for ideas

concerning verities yet higher. This, it was thought, was

the underlying scheme of both these Gnostic books. In

fine, the mathematical and geometrical symbols consti-

tuted a language of ideal things, and what remained was

to discover the grammar of this language and establish

some sure landmarks, some certain foothold, for further

exploration and development of knowledge concerning it.

Our earlier work already cited was published as a

pioneer work, a tentative enquiry and survey of the

ground towards which the authors were feeling their way.
Much that might seem imaginative, even fanciful, was

included, for the purpose was to make it in the highest

degree suggestive and stimulating to the spirit of research.

Samples of the authors' method were given, and a number
of specimens. The work found readers, but a frequent
verdict was a sort of "non liquet" which by no means

discouraged perseverance. As a result, the system re-
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ceived renewed attention and has since developed, but in

a way which shewed that the only safe plan was to

accumulate evidence of fact until the bulk of such evi-

dence at last became sufficient to bring the ultimate

conviction that there was really a subject for investigation

which promised eventual success of a really important
nature.

The present book is the first instalment of that accu-

mulation. It by no means exhausts what the writers

have in hand. More yet is even now in an advanced

stage of preparation, the largest section being that which

deals with the Epistle to the Hebrews. Another section

has to do with the Words recorded as accompanying the

performing of miracles.

Attention will also be drawn to the seventeenth Cle-

mentine Homily and the geometrical character of the

argument attributed to St. Peter. It seems probable that

a considerable amount of light will be thrown in this way
on the Petrine elements of the early Christian doctrine

and liturgy. Four points may be specified : the Descent

into Hades ; the Communion of Saints ; the Resurrection

of the Flesh ; and the inclusion of the "
Mysterium

Fidei
"
with Our Lord's words at the consecration of the

Chalice. The Gnostic evidence confirms the belief that

Saint Peter was in Rome before A.D. 42, and strengthens
the tradition of his 25 years ending with martyrdom in

A.D. 67. One matter, however, may give cause for con-

cern. The era of the decline of the Gnosis in the

Church corresponds with that of the consolidation of

episcopal government when the Church was organising

herself as a society, protecting herself against treacherous

intruders, guarding her Sacraments, and generally walking

warily in dangerous days. This development of disci-

pline as contrasted with the earlier concentration on

witness to the truth, was complete at the end of the
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second century and St. Irenaeus would hardly have recog-

nised any form of government other than the episcopal.

In later days, when missionaries of greater zeal than

learning attempted the conversion of the barbarians, and

the Church was practically the only representative of

ancient wisdom and civilization, the authority of the

Church was well-nigh the only argument employed.
But that era is past, and the time has now fully come

for the reassertion and recovery of that Knowledge on

which her authority rested and still rests.



INTRODUCTION.

SOME EVIDENCES FOR THE EXISTENCE OF AN ARITH-

METICAL BASIS IN THE FORMATION OF GREEK WORDS.

We know nothing of the first origins of human

language, and so far as human means of research are

concerned, this knowledge is in the nature of a book

whose covers are not only sealed, but its pages also

obliterated. The art of writing comes late in the history

of early civilizations, and before writing comes speech at

first with oral records only, but gradually seeking graphic

expression by means at first of pictorial symbol, and this

symbolism crystallising eventually into formal letters.

Under the aegis of modern science, which gleans its

data of knowledge from the physical side of life, we are

devotees of the doctrine of Evolution, and in the light of

this teaching, our philologists would inevitably trace the

genesis and progress of human speech from a far begin-

ning in those instinctive and natural sounds and cries

which the animal utters for the expression of its needs

and emotions : because it is assumed without question
that Man's physical ancestry being traced to lower forms,

his intellectual progress has been the result of a like

evolution. His complexities of speech are the outcome
of adaptation to his increasingly complex environment.

This would seem obvious enough. Nevertheless, it is

found that the grammatical structure of the oldest known

languages is the most complex, and that as language
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evolves under civilization it has a tendency to simplifica-

tion in grammar. This simplification cannot be deemed

to be purely a response to environment, but rather to

arise in obedience to the demands of another and more

inward law.

This law is a spiritual and not a physical one. It is

the operation of forces in the soul of Man ever tending
towards the dominance of the intuitive sense of harmony
and order, and seeking, through the emotional nature to

control the complexities of natural environment.

In this connection it must not be forgotten that in

addition to Man's gift of environmental language, he is

dowered with another language which, though largely

incapable of intellectual expression, is a most perfect

vehicle for the utterance of his moods and emotions.

This language is song. And notwithstanding its great

variation in mode, it is fundamentally the same among
all peoples, and can be used where the gift is uncor-

rupted, with a high degree of mutual understanding,

being capable of imparting its meaning independently of

outward differences and alienations of thought.

In the history of Song, we observe an Involutionary

process at work as well as an Evolutionary. Common
speech is the result of outward experience, experience of

physical things, but Song is the rendering of inward

experience, increased and intensified by the withdrawal

of the soul from externals and the indrawing of psychical
reinforcements from those regions of pure and pre-existent

Idea and Emotion which become accessible to the human
mind in states of inward concentration or absorption.

Song is spontaneous and intuitive, but it can be led

into intellectual channels and hence allies itself with

rhythmical and poetic expression. Through practice,

this rhythmical and poetic expression may become habi-

tual and instinctive. We often call it inspirational. In
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the same way, the utterance of the Prophet say, for

example, the words of Isaiah may be regarded as the

intellectual crystallization of an intuitional prompting.
The chemist knows that an electric current passing

through an amorphous mass will sometimes cause the

whole formless structure to become crystalline. Even so,

the living current of a perfectly harmonious thought may
cause a symmetrical resolution of the embodiment of that

thought in speech or writing, and an "inspired" utterance

or document is the result.

Now there are many modes in which the intuitive

impulse of harmonious nature may find expression.

Sound, Music, Rhythmic utterance is one. Architecture

is another. Dance, vesture, and symbolic ritual are all

expressions of the same spiritual law. Each seeks to

control and to bring order into the confusions of a com-

plex material environment, to give form to the formless,

symmetry to the chaotic mass. So, too, the science and

art of Logic is but the application of this harmonious law

to the processes of thought.

And the law, in its different aspects, is perfect Truth,

perfect Beauty, and perfect Symmetry : and also perfect

Mathematics. And it must be mathematical in its es-

sence. This law the ancient Greeks through their in-

stinctive love of Beauty, recognised and were able to

apply. And under the self-same law they developed a

system of expression, musical, artistic, architectural,

philosophic, and religious and liturgical, which was

the great mystery of the ancient cults. This was the

GNOSIS, and it was not, as we have been led to think

from the scanty remains of so-called
" Gnostic "

litera-

ture, merely an intellectualising of religious symbol, but a

crystallising in certain modes of the impulse of the Spirit,

involuted into the intellect of Man.

The Art of Number was the most formal expression
B
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of the law of spiritual harmony, and was the most useful

perhaps, since it could be used to illustrate and to explain

the principles of Order tying at the root of all beauties of

expression of whatever sort or kind. By Number the

philosopher could find a symbol of precision for the

otherwise intangible relations which generated harmonies

of sound, line, and colour. Hence Number became the

accepted symbol for working purposes of the MA0H2IS
or Teaching of the Mysteries, and the MA0HTAI or

instructed ones, were taught by its aid.

It was early recognised that the root-ratios subsisting

between those simple proportionals which were the

foundations of Harmony in Form were incommensurable,

and for this reason a formal and conventional system of

numbers had to be devised for the intellectual expression

of the Mysteries, in order to convey a clear-cut mental

conception of their innumerable inner-relations. The
brain of Man, being merely a physical organ, can form

clear ideas only of integral quantities, and hence the

symbol of an incommensurable relation, though this rela-

tion can be conceived by the higher mind, must be

translated into set and formal terms if it is to be appre-
hended by the lower. So Number comes into its place.

But there was a way of escape a door open to the lower

mind to link its elementary consciousness of order to the

conceptions of the soul. And this way was through the

study and observation of perfect Truth as symbolised by
the symmetries of Form. Hence the philosophers incul-

cated the study of Geometry, and elevated that study to

the highest pinnacle of reverence, calling Geometry the

Queen of Sciences.

Thus it may be seen that Number and Geometry
were after all the natural vehicles for the inculcation of

spiritual Knowledge, and hence a symbolism of Numbers,
such as indubitably does occur in our sacred books, and
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in the sacred literature of old days, may, and indeed

must, embody a spiritual thought, and a spiritual signifi-

cance, in spite of the denials of modern Biblical critics,

who now frankly reject the idea of
"
verbal inspiration ",

not understanding the fuller sense of this phrase.

The Greek language, which is the appointed vehicle

for the transmission to us of the Christian Mysteries, is

the most perfect instrument yet devised for the expression
of inspired thought, since not only is it superabundantly
rich in its vocabulary and choice of terms, but, as can

now for the first time be shewn, it enables the scribe

under the inspiration of the Spirit, to give effect to the

most intimate spiritual meanings by the perfect union of

letter and number which subsists in it. The truth of this

statement can be verified by any student who will have

the patience and the willingness to be convinced. But

the demonstration is long and is rendered difficult for any
modern student of the Christian Faith because he needs

for the purpose a combination of two orders of know-

ledge, the one a familiarity with Greek, the Greek of the

New Testament and Septuagint, the other an acquain-
tance with elementary mathematics. And our modern

churchman knows little of mathematics and cares less.

Yet he thinks himself qualified to expound the faith.

But he can only do this in one way and that a limited

one, for he has lost that greatly coveted apostolic gift of

7j/wo-t9, and has not only lost it, but despises it, or affects

to despise it, and perhaps he does not even know what it

means.

There is a certain simple presentation of the Christian

dogma which is based upon the gospel story of Our
Lord's life and passion in its human aspect. This is the
" sincere milk of the Word "

spoken of by the Apostle,
and it is provided for those who are as babes in the Faith.

This was rightly offered by the Church to all converts
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from heathendom in the early days, but for the instructed

there was the arrepea Tpo<f>ij,
the solid nourishment which

was ordained to satisfy the advanced Christian. And

this could only be imparted by those who had the apos-

tolic gift of the Gnosis.

Now it will be seen that the position taken by the

present writer is this : that the true evangelical or

apostolic Gnosis is a thing apart from all vain human

imaginings and has therefore nothing whatever in com-

mon with the works of the so-called Gnostic teachers

and heresiarchs. It is as different as Light from

Darkness.

The one, the apostolic Gnosis, is to be thought of

as a gift of spiritual expression exercised intuitively by
the illuminated seer or scribe, through the perfected

medium of a tongue which contained all the elements

necessary for the great purpose of revelation of the

mysteries. The other is merely the intellectual and

human adaptation of some of these inspired results, and

the artificial construction of others, in order to bolster

up the fanciful conceptions and sometimes outrageous

beliefs of unsound and half-instructed fanatics of various

schools. It is all the difference between a perfect body
which is the expression of a pure soul, and a clever

automaton which can perform the act of locomotion,

and ejaculate a few harsh syllables by the aid of a

bellows and a mainspring.
Had the numerical Gnosis been purely an affair of

human construction it could have been imparted without

trouble as such to the Bishops of the early Church.

But St. Irenaeus had never heard of such a thing,

and he is a good authority. He was aware, however,

that the sacred books were inspired, and he was equally
aware that there were mystical numbers to be discovered

in the name of Jesus and elsewhere.
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But if the Gnosis were in this manner wrought into

the Scriptures through a prophetic instinct, and an in-

tuitive use of number as conjoined with letter, he would

still be right in disclaiming knowledge of this, because,

(as nowadays,) a busy Bishop, with a large provincial

Diocese, would have little time and perhaps as little

inclination to study the mysteries reserved for the ad-

vanced and philosophic minds whose special province
it was to guard these mysteries and to give them out

only where required. Bishops were concerned then as

now chiefly with the exoteric side of things, and their

chief responsibility lay in organization and control of

more or less unruly folks : whilst the duty of expounding
the mysteries of the Word lay with the Reader or

Interpreter, for an understanding of whose high and

important office the student may be referred to the

Introduction to Harnack's " Sources of the Apostolic
Canon ".

No one who is to any extent familiar with the Greek

Language can fail to receive the impression that it em-

bodies some great law of intellectual comprehension

lending itself to symmetrical expression a law so varied

in its effects, and so vast in its scope, that the student

can but discern as it were a fractional part of it, just

as the visitor to some great building, passing through
room after room, can see the beauty and symmetry of

each individual room, whilst remaining incapable of

visualising the general plan, although he may be sub-

consciously and dimly aware of it through his sense of

direction. And of the mathematical counterpart of the

language he may be totally unconscious, though wonder-

ing whence came the rule which dictated the symmetry

everywhere apparent.
Some of the great Temples of antiquity are built of

unmortared stones, but the stones are individually so true
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in shape and so truly laid and placed, that there is no

error of accumulation, and the total result of course after

course is the maintenance of a true and correct form.

The Gematria of the Greek inspired writings seems to

be of this nature. Each word building a sentence is like

a piece of squared ashlar. Each has its own intent and

meaning.
These lesser intents and meanings combine to generate

a larger meaning and the truth of the whole is the union

of the truth of every part. Were it possible to frame a

language in human terms such that every unit of meaning
contributed its exact tincture to the whole, we should

have a perfect language. But that is not possible. It is

a far-off ideal, to which the Greek language is perhaps
the nearest approximation the world has known.

We have employed the architectural simile in speak-

ing of the Greek language and for this reason. It is one

of the compensations of a very limited and specialised

knowledge that the actual limitations of that study give
a certain individual angle of vision which may open a

new perspective. In this case it has been through the

concentrated attention given to the mere vocabulary and

its concomitant numbering of the letters of words, that

has rendered possible the view at which the present
writer has arrived.

In a great public library or registry of documents,
each book or document has its individual number, and
an experienced custodian when he has a certain docu-

ment in mind will instinctively couple the identity of

that document with its proper number in the register.

But the linking is a purely arbitrary one, save in so far

as there may be different categories of number readily

recognised by a common digit, to denote different classes

of books. We make a very limited use of Roman letters

as numbers, but for all ordinary purpose, the Arabic
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numerals which we employ, are used for calculation only
and are not associated in our thoughts with words or

letters in our language.
But if we had been trained as children to add, to

subtract, to multiply and divide by means of the letters

of our alphabet, how differently we should regard that

alphabet. Instinct, habit, association of long standing
would form an inevitable and indissoluble link between

the letter and the number. The letters of a word would

appear to us as a number, and the digits of a number
would suggest a word.

And so it was at the commencement of our era, before

the introduction of the Arabic numerals. And with the

Greek, this association of letter and number was of the

most intimate nature. The coining of words for the

representation of preferences in number commenced very

early and much of the tradition is associated with the

Pythagorean schools, in which the numbers are often

recognisable as conventional symbols of ratio. Terms
used in music, and in astronomy and chronometry betray
a like influence, and those names of divinities which are

symbols of planetary times and seasons can often be

identified by their
" Gematria "

of number. Thus, for

example, the solar divinity, Lord of the year of 365 days
is variously known as Abraxas (a i, ft 2, p 100, a i,

60, a i, 9 200 = 365), or, with the same numera-

tion as Mei0pa<s, NetXo?, BeX?;i/o<?, 'ZdpSiv, etc. More than

all else, the notion of number-symbolism enters into, and

colours, religious nomenclature. And we have abundant

proof from the Fathers of the church that the earliest

symbolism of God the Father was of a geometrical nature.

For proof of this, one need but refer to the xviith

Clementine Homily, reputedly the teaching of St. Peter,

wherein the TOTTO?, or locus, of God is described as situ-

ated at the meeting-point of the six boundless lines, the
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point itself being TO pr) ov, or Non-Being. These are the

axes of the Cube or the " Cartesian co-ordinates
"

of our

nomenclature. But the Homily will be dealt with more

at length in a subsequent chapter.

The tendency to abstract and geometrical symbol was

strong in the Greek environment in which Christianity

was nurtured, even too in the Syrian birthplace of our

religion. And with it was linked indubitably a "Gnosis"

or esoteric teaching, which used mathematical figures for

the inculcation of knowledge concerning transcendental

things.

And with the letter and the number, the figure or

mathematical ratio would naturally enough be linked, in

cases where the thinker possessed the mathematical or

geometrical knowledge of the time. Even for the

ordinary man the result of constant association of ideas

in word and number would form a link which would lead

sooner or later to the discovery or manufacture of alliances

of meaning between words which had the same or allied

numbers, and per contra, words would be coined to give
certain numbers in order to express associated ideas.

And, more commonly, the spelling of a known word or

name would be modified to give the number desired.

Sometimes the effect would be to distort the etymology
or the grammar, but in the later Greek this was evidently
not regarded as of much account provided the result were

attained.

In other cases a new word would be introduced with

a epprivev<ri,<t or interpretation. Of this kind we have

examples in the New Testament.

Take the names IH2OT2 and XPISTOS. Both forms
are specialised forms of more ordinary words, the first

a common name derived from the Hebrew Joshua or

Jeshua, and the second possibly a variant of xprj&To?
=

good. But the argument for contrivance of number in
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the spelling of these names is so strong as to be irre-

sistible. They are made to form part of a great series

of numbers all based upon the figure of the cube which

as we have noted is spoken of in the Clementine Homilies

as the Form of God. The way in which this system of

numeration was applied is now recovered with a sufficient

degree of certainty, and it consists of a symmetrical

picture of a cube displayed on the flat in isometric

projection as a hexagonal
" stone ", and the parts of

this image, visible, and invisible, give all the mystic
numbers of the series in turn. The verbal imagery

accompanying the figure is perfect to a degree quite

surprising and the resulting association seems to offer

a well-nigh flawless body of orthodox teaching, consistent

throughout, as is now shewn by almost innumerable

examples.

And so we find both these words "Jesus" and
" Christ

" accommodated in their spelling to harmonise

with the word " Godhead" (0EOTHS), for :

IH2OT2 = 888 = 37 x 24
0EOTH2 = 592 37 x 16

and, by
addition = XPI2TOS == 1480 = 37 x 40
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IH2OT2 = 888 = 37 x 24

XPI2TO2 = 1480
= 37 x 40

and, by

addition
{TON

M

eEnN }

= 2368 = 37 x 64

Now if the question be asked,
" What is the thing

most fundamental in the teaching of religion ?
"

I think

the answer must be "Truth". And the Gnostic teaching

gives this answer. For the Cube, representative as it is

of perfect symmetry and consistency of form is verily the

most apt of all possible emblems of Truth. And in this

respect the key-word of the mysteries, of this Christian

and orthodox geometrical Gnosis, is Truth AAH0EIA
whose number, reckoning the letters, is 64, that most

perfect of numbers, the cube of the square number 4,

and the square of the cube number 8. And everywhere,

throughout the Christian era, in sacred literature, in

liturgical symbol, the number Eight has been mystically
held as the number of perfection and of regeneration.

We call it the " Dominical "
number, or the Number of

the Lord. And AAHEIA is his Cube-symbol. Now
on looking at the Gematria given above, it will be seen

that the name of Jesus Christ is indeed built upon the

cube of Truth. And in the figure of that cube as it is

displayed to mortal eye, there are some of the 64 com-

ponents visible, and some invisible. This symbolises the

Divine and the Human aspects of the sacred Personality,

the Seen and the Unseen. And as will be evident by
a study of the figure, all that are visible of the 64 are

Thirty-seven, leaving 27 hidden, nineteen on the posterior

surface, and Eight at the heart of the greater cube. But

look again at the numbers of the Holy Name. Each is

built on the 37 visible parts of Truth. Now turn to the

Clementine figure, the Image of God as a Cube. We
find
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EIKflN EOT 1369 = 37 x 37 (representing the

(Image of God) visible part of the

perfect Divinity)

and the unseen

part 37 x 27 = 999

2368 = IH2OT2 XPI2TO2.
= 'O EO2 TON EHN

(The God of Gods),

and 999, the Invisible is, by Gematria,
'O AIIOPPHTO2 = The Ineffable (God).

EOS ANEKAAAHTO2 = Ineffable God.

and it stands also for the "
Ineffable Place

"
TO dpprjrov

= 999, the locus of the Unseen God.

Now the question will arise in the mind of the reader,
" How can this be anything but chance, seeing that the

words made use of are common Greek words, antedating

by many centuries the period at which a Christian Gnosis

would have been formulated in Gematria ?
"

The answer is that the system is one of older date,

doubtless amplified in the later period, but to a great

extent antedating it, and certainly so in the case of this

geometric scheme of the Cube and its isometric figure.

And the tradition can be traced back to the period at

which the language of philosophic Greek was in process
of formation. It can be shewn that the Pythagorean
tradition is at the root of it, and that the school of Plato

did not disdain to make use of it. There are, for example,
in the works of Plato himself, or as rendered by Proclus,

certain obscure terms, some of which have been a puzzle

to scholars and have not yet received satisfactory inter-

pretation. To these the method of interpretation by
Gematria may be experimentally applied. We will give

a few instances, with the parallel meanings suggested by
Gematria.
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(1) MANTETMA TI, meaning that power in the

human soul which is above the Mind.

Mdvrevfid n = 1147 = 37 x 3 1 = Number of the iso-

metric figure or
" metacube "

of the

cube 1984 or 64 x

Interpretation by parallel Gematria,

fjbdvTevfjLa TI, = 1147 oixrla a-Tretpo? Infinite Essence.

irapQevos ovpdvia Heavenly Vir-

gin (type of spiritual wisdom),

and for the whole cube :

1984 = ^w? eov Light of God.

To de\v)fjia TOV Trarpo? The Will

of the Father.

(2) TO TI HN EINAI (untranslateable) from

Aristotle.

TO T* r]v elvai = 814 = 37 X 22 = OT2IAION dim : ovvla.

= 'H EIA SO4>IA the

Divine Wisdom.
= fO ENEPFHS AOrOS

the powerful Word
(Heb. iv. 12).

= inrA, old form of Em
the Self, possibly

connected with " Yo-

ga" of the Eastern

tradition.

Cube (of which 814 is the " metacube ")

= 1408= 64 x 22 = 2OTHP Saviour.

3) Next to take Plato's Name for God, as symbolised

by the perfect Circle 'O EIII HASI EOS
The God over All.
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'O EHI HA2I EO2 = 740 = 37 x 20 = KTKAOS a

Circle.

EOT
Sanctuary
of God.

and the Cube is 64 x 20 = 1280 = 'O AOFOS EN IAEA-
fO KTBOS The
Ideal Logos: the

Cube.

(or, in the Christian system) 1280 = EOTHS IHSOT.

Divinity 0EOTHS is one of those words which

connect the Gematria of older days with that of the

Christian times. We may then attempt to apply it

experimentally to the Holy Names:

(i) IH2OT2 . 888

EOTHS . 592

= XPI2TO2 . 1480 = fH ANASTA2IS EK EOT.
AA4>A- HMEFA- AMHN.
'H AAH0EIA- 2OTHP.
'H 'AriflSTNH.

'TIO2- KTPIO2.
fH 0EOTHS 'TIOT.

KTI2I2 EK nAP@ENOT.

etc., etc.

(2) XPI2TO2 . 1480
EOTH2 . 592

2072 = TO AA<A- TO li.

IH2OT2 fO AOrOS OPA-

IH2OT2 'O AMHN-
KTPIOS.
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(3) IH20T2
XPI2T02. 2368

6EOTH2 . 592

296o
= 'TIO2 TOT AN0PfinOT

Son of Man.

'O ME22IA2- 'H ATNA-
MI2 TOT IIATPO2.

'O KTPIO2 'O 'PTOME-

NOS EK SlflN.

IHSOT^ 'O NAZftPAIOS-

ME2ITH2.

THS.

also,

TO MT2TIKON
'H APXH- AOrOS

Lastly and it is not within the scope of this article

to multiply instances we come to the "
ep^veva-i,^

"
or

Interpretation of the mystical Holy Name
" Emmanuel "

which, says the Evangelist, means " God with Us ".

The Hebrew is OMNVAL = EMANU-EL, and one

might reasonably conclude that with so near a rendering
of the Hebrew, the Greek scribes and teachers might
well be content. But if the method of Gematria is to

be of general utility and general application, it is clear

that it must be made to apply to any name to which a

specialised sense is attributed or a particular shade of

meaning attached. So there may be some justification

for applying our system to the name Emmanuel. What
then do we find ?
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(i) EMMANOTHA . . . 644
BEOTHS 592

(2) EMMANOTHA .

'O IH2OT2.

EOTHS,

1236 =

644

958

HMftN God
with us.

1602

592

2194 = 'O AOFO2 KT-
PIOT HAT-
PO2 The
Word of the

Lord the Fa-

ther.

(3) EMMANOTHA
CO XPI2TO2

644

1550

2194

(4) ME' HMflN 'O EOS 1306
IH2OT2 .

2I94 " "

So the equation is perfect, and Christ the Emmanuel
is Jesus, God with Us. And both are the Word of the

Lord, the Father.

It must surely now appear that there is need for

further enquiry into the Gematria as a method of exe-

gesis, and the question must be raised how is the appli-

cation of this method going to affect the results of the
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Lower Criticism as elaborated, it has been thought, to

finality during the past century ?

Dr. Margoliouth, writing in the "
Expository Times "

for August, 1917, speaks of results similar to these as

justifying the introduction into criticism of an element

which has been hitherto ordinarily neglected.

One word in conclusion. It is not the abundance of

the Gematria on any particular number which has any
value as proof of a system, for the vast richness of the

Greek vocabulary, and the consequent great choice of

terms or phrases enables the student to find, and to

construct for himself practically an unlimited amount of

Gematria on any number, say, above the first thousand.

Such results were produced in profusion by the mediaeval

cabalists, and prove nothing at all beyond their great

ingenuity, though they were often used, and it would

appear, successfully used, for the persuasion of the Rabbis

and the reconciliation of Jews to the Christian Faith.

But they do not nowadays inspire us, for we know some-

thing of the doctrine of probabilities and can see the

hollowness of their plausibility.

Neither does the fact that the Gematria on any num-
ber is good Gematria offer a convincing proof in itself, for

there is a superabundance of good Gematria available on

almost every high number.

Three things only can carry conviction, and furnish

evidence irrefutable of the operation of something more
than the law of chances.

These are

(1) A genuine consensus of meaning apparent in

the words and phrases found on any one

number.

(2) An association or consensus of meaning between

the words on numbers mathematically or geo-
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metrically related such as can be shewn to

exist in the case of the " metacubes ".

(3) A consistency and "
orthodoxy

"
of interpreta-

tion discoverable between the results where

these results are strictly rational and logical.

It is always possible, in constructive or experimental

Gematria, to misapply terms, and to manufacture non-

sense, and in the case of the Gematria there is special

need for discretion in accepting any combination which

does not make sound or clear sense. Holding to this

rational rule, we find we obtain not only sound sense, but

sound theology as well.

It seems very like the building of a house. Your

foundation must be good. Each stone or brick must

be truly squared and must be accurately laid: and as

long as perfect obedience to this rule is observed, you
can add with safety and confidence to your superstructure.
But let there be one false stone, and perhaps your whole

upper work is vitiated and must be pulled down again.

Is it indeed too much to say that there is a law under-

lying the use of language similar to that which underlies

the use of materials in fabrics ? Logic is symmetry, and

logic is the intellectual expression of Truth. Therefore

Symmetry and Truth are one. And I think the framers

of the Greek religious and philosophical language knew
this and worked consciously on mathematical lines.



CHAPTER I.

THE GEMATRIA OF THE GREEK SCRIPTURES.

A HISTORICAL SKETCH.

It needs but a superficial acquaintance with the works

of the mediaeval cabalists to convince the student that

these men were engaged not merely in a pious exercise,

but were consciously following a tradition preserved

among the learned from times of great antiquity. The

existence of such a tradition implies that the identity of

number found to subsist between various words and

phrases in the sacred writings was no mere accident, but

expressed a real correspondence with the symbolic sense

and doctrinal significance of the phrases thus found to

tally. A similar association of meaning was traced in

anagrammatic renderings of names and words.

To-day we are inclined to regard this sort of thing as

childish, and to some extent the development of the art

of cabalistic numbering in the Middle Ages was certainly

vain and worthless, a product of mistaken motive and

misapplied ingenuity. Yet there is another side of the

matter, and of this we must not lose sight. The doctrinal

value of such countings was admitted equally by Jew and

Christian, and had a singularly powerful influence on

both sides. Thus when, for example, the famous Rha-
banus Maurus, Archbishop and Christian controversialist,

set out to confute the arguments of the Rabbis, he was
able, largely through the use of Gematria, to beat them
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on their own ground and so add to the prestige of the

Christian faith. This result, it is evident, he could not

have achieved, had he not been supported by some very

strong belief a priori in the legitimacy of such a method,

deriving its force from antique sanctions. If these sanc-

tions then existed and were in force when the scriptural
canon was being fixed, and if the system of Gematria is

indeed imbedded in the text of the Biblical books, then

it would be rash, surely, for any critical student to ignore
the possible value of such a fact in forming a just criterion

of the writings claimed to be inspired.

Yet in modern times, serious students of this neglected
branch of theological science may be numbered upon the

fingers. Perhaps the best exponent is Dr. Bullinger, who
has brought to light many curious coincidences, insuffi-

cient in themselves to establish a general attention in the

schools of theological study, but yet enough to secure for

his works a popularity of demand which has made them
now almost unprocurable. The present writers may
claim to have added largely to his results, and in this

cumulative addition, which is not merely quantitative, but

intrinsically as good in quality, may now be discerned the

basis of a general argument for the existence of a coherent

system of interpretation by Number applicable to many
of our sacred books. Dr. Bullinger and another investi-

gator Mr. J. H. Weldon, have paid special attention to

the numbers 8, 13, and 153, and some of their most

remarkable deductions have been included by Rev. Wal-
ter Begley in his interesting

"
Biblia Cabalistica ".

This writer quotes that learned and judicious scholar,

Dr. Christopher Wordsworth, as saying that "the sym-
bolical meaning of numbers in Holy Scripture deserves

more study and attention than it has received in recent

times," and with this opinion we most cordially agree,

finding ourselves in marked antithesis to the school of
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thought so largely represented among our liberal church-

men of today, whose view is well summarised in a letter

received from the editor of a
"
progressive

" church news-

paper, himself an eminent cleric, when he says
"
there is

no sort of spiritual significance in numbers ". One is

tempted to the rejoinder,
" Why then is the Holy Trinity

an article of faith?" But the question immediately at

issue is after all not merely whether or not there be any

actually subsisting spiritual quality or significance in

numbers as such, but rather the question whether at the

time the canon of Christian Scriptures was framed, the

symbolism of numbers was employed either consciously
or instinctively to accompany the verbal text as the

vehicle of any doctrinal system which the letter alone

might not be fitted to convey.
Mr. Begley in his introduction to the work above cited

remarks that the literary judgments of scholars and

biblical critics of the past century, judgments so hostile

to the consideration of this curious element, were, as

often happens in such cases, both right and wrong.

They were right according to the lights and know-

ledge of their age and their judgment was sane according
to the evidence then before them. But there was a great

deal of evidence not before them which has since come to

light and made their opinion, once relatively right, now

relatively wrong.
In these recent times no one, he says, thought of

looking upon a Primitive Christian as an Initiate with

mysterious knowledge carefully conveyed or concealed.

All churchmen, High or Low, would have thought of a

Primitive Christian as becoming
" wise unto salvation

"

much in the same way, and by the same means, as a

Primitive Methodist would to-day become a converted

man. This was the current idea, true of course in a

certain sense, and yet how misleading, for how much
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of importance was ignored or unknown ! For it is during

the last half of the nineteenth century that the complex

connections of the earliest Christianity with Greek,

Mithraic, and other mysteries, has been brought to light.

These mysteries have a connection, by no means unim-

portant, with the symbolism of Names and Numbers.

The same, says Mr. Begley, may be said of the Essenes,

the Neo-Pythagoreans, and all the many embryonic forms

of Gnosticism which were, like microbes, "in the air",

naturally infecting more or less every religious growth
within their sphere of influence. The disputants of past

generations were unaware of most of these things. And

yet the Primitive Christian was an initiate plainly enough,

and had a disciplina arcani even as other initiates. But

the Christian Mysteries were unique in that they brought

with them " the open door ", and offered an initiation of

a more universal nature than was allowed in the Eleu-

sinian and manifold other rites which were multiplying

at and about the time of the formation of the first

Christian society.
" In Christ Jesus," says this writer, "there was no bar

of birth, nationality, or even moral conduct. ' Whoso-

ever will, let him come' . . . 'Where there is neither Greek

nor Jew, circumcision nor uncircumcision, Barbarian,

Scythian, bond nor free '. Sinners, slaves, and outcasts

were invited . . . women too, debarred from the great

mysteries of Paganism, were accepted here on equal

terms." It may be believed that this acceptance of

the woman on almost equal terms to the rites and privi-

leges of the new religion, had more to do with the rapid

progress and final triumph of Christianity than is gen-

erally supposed. Mauy of the early Christians had been

initiates, and when converted to the new method of

Salvation that ^wrrjpia which many had been consci-

ously seeking they would readily understand the mystic
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allusions in the writings of the New Testament, especially

when written by converted initiates.

To these, the mystic numbers of Daniel or the Apoca-

lypse would be no new ground. They were the product

of an older system of philosophy which was largely built

on geometry and used geometry and mathematical forms

as interpreters and symbols of Divine ideas. Plato is

reported to have said that
" God geometrises

" and his

own name for God of Whose perfect form the Circle is

his chosen symbol, is
" The

God over AU"--'O EIII 'O . . . 70

IIA2I eEOS. To under- EIII . . 95

stand this mystery one must IIA^I . 291

go to the Gematria for an EOS . 284

interpretation, and we shall

find the interpretation on 740=37x20
these lines, ready, perfect,

and irresistible as evidence KTKAO2
of the reality of the method (Circle) =740=37X20
even then existing. For the

number of "The God over KTI2I2 .

All" is the number of the (Creation)= 740= 37 X 20

Circle, and both are the num-

ber of Creation KTI2U.
Now this number is not only one of a consistent geo-

metrical series, as we shall be able to shew conclusively

enough, but it is indissolubly linked with other numbers

of the same series permeating the whole of the Greek

text of the Septuagint and the New Testament alike;

whence arises a strong argument for the continuity of

the older and newer systems of Number-symbolism,

Pagan and Christian.
"
It was the ordinary method," says Rev. W. Begley,

"
for the hierophants or mystagogues to convey hidden

truths by means of a more or less obvious fiction. They
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would thus use a myth or parable, or significant number,
to conceal the inner meaning, and, as an anonymous
writer* has said recently,

'

It has come to pass that the

crude and childish lie on the surface is ignorantly believed

for the whole truth instead of being recognised as the

mere clue to its inner meaning. All theology is com-

posed in this way, and her twofold utterances must be

read with a double mind. Thus when we read in the

Scriptures of the Church or in the Saintly Legends, a

fiction shewing more than ordinary exuberance of fancy,

we may be sure that our attention is being specially

arrested. When miraculous events are related of the

gods, or when they are depicted in marvellous shapes,

the author gives us to understand that something un-

common is being conveyed. When singular and un-

earthly beasts are described such as Behemoth and

Leviathan, the unicorn or the phoenix, it is intended

that we should search deeply into their meaning.'
"

Similarly with regard to the often minutely detailed

measurements and numbers which we find connected

with the description of such figures as Noah's Ark, the

Tabernacle, the Temple of Solomon, or the Holy Oblation

of Ezekiel. Are these to be accepted in a literal sense ?

Is it possible so to accept them ? And if it be not

possible so to do, as in the case, perhaps, of EzekiePs

figure, on what basis other than that of symbolic number
can we proceed towards a rational interpretation ? In

the New Testament there is added to these figures the

description of the Heavenly City, the New Jerusalem.
It seems clear that Daniel's figures are astronomical.

This can be proved has indeed been proved by Dr.

Grattan Guiness (see his
" Creation centred in Christ ",

vol. I.) and there is sufficient evidence that many of the

The "Canon" (London, 1897), p. 10.
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numbers of the Apocalypse are of the same order. Others

are of a
" cosmical

"
or geometrical order and here and

there a link between these two classes is apparent. And

the Divine nature of the Lord Jesus is typified in a solar

astronomical figure of which we find numerous traces in

the Gematria. The Greek name for the Sun is Helios

('HAIO2), with Gematria = 318. This number is that

of the servants of Abraham, and concerning it we read in

the ninth chapter of the Epistle of Barnabas as follows :

" For [Scripture] saith,
' and Abraham circumcised out

of his house men Eighteen and Three Hundred.' What
therefore is the knowledge (/; yvaxri^i) given to him ?

Mark that it says the Eighteen first, and then, making
an interval, the Three Hundred. The Eighteen: I, ten;

H, eight: you have IH(SOTS). But because the Cross

in the T was about to have the grace it has, Scripture

saith,
' and Three Hundred.' Wherefore by two letters

he signified Jesus, and by a third His cross. He knows

this who has put the engrafted gift of his doctrine

within us. No one has learned a more genuine word

from me than this, but I know that ye are worthy of it."

Here then is an example of the "
evangelical gnosis ",

a specimen of mystical teaching founded on a numerical

basis, and claiming to be imparted by an apostolic agent
to disciples who were worthy of receiving it. The

passage we have cited is also given by Mr. Begley
who also quotes the early Christian poet Prudentius as

referring to this number of Abraham's servants, in his
"
Psychomachia ", and adding that we too may be rich

in servants and successful in our conflicts if we only

comprehend the mystical figure of the number of 318.

Did the Church shew her comprehension of this figure

when in the great Nicaean Council she records the

presence of 318 bishops. So it appears, thought some

early writers (Rupertus, Pererius, and Antonius Nebris-
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sensis). She must have comprehended at least the

mystical significance of the number 666, though she has

closely veiled its import from the uninitiated reader.

But early churchmen, ante-Nicene Fathers and post-

Nicene writers give us a clear hint that the symbolism
of this number was not unconnected with solar power
and attributes, and hence it was readily connected with

that Imperial power which took as its emblem the Sun.

The Apocalypse spoke to initiates who had "under-

standing ". Its concern was mainly with current political

events and the wondrous things soon to happen on the

earth.
"
Consequently," says Mr. Begley,

" we must not

look for the solution of 666 in an ecclesiastical direction.

The Popes and the Apocalypse are very far apart. Caesar

and his
"
Babylon

" and the privileges of Roman citizen-

ship (possibly the mark of the Beast in the hand) were

the burning questions of the book and age."

Christianity is admitted to have contained from the

first a social element as well as a religious and moral

one, and if so, a sufficient explanation of the persecution

of the Christians by the Caesars, good and bad alike,

Marcus Aurelius as well as Nero, is forthcoming.
Such an element would soon have been recognised by
those in high places as a political danger. To the

Christians on the other hand, Christ was God, and

Caesar was not God, although ruling by God's ordi-

nance, and this was the ultimate test that brought them
to the lions or the flames. The early persecutions are

to be explained from a political, not a religious stand-

point.

If the peaceable kingdom of Christ was to be set

up, then the cry must first resound through the earth,
"
Babylon is fallen ". And it was Rome who was the

second Babylon, the mother of wealth, idolatry, and all

the abominations of the earth. The Christians then
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were not, from the Imperial point of view, good citizens.

Appearing as a sect of the Jews, already recognised as

a turbulent and exclusive element in the Empire, they

took no pains to diminish their unpopularity, but rather,

by overt acts of contempt for the established religion of

the state, invited trouble. They tended to become, and

later did actually become, an independent group in the

life of the state, renouncing the gods and institutions of

Rome, and almost, as Gibbon suggests, constituting a

distinct republic. They were often " conscientious ob-

jectors
" and "

passive resisters
"

unwilling to serve in

a military sense, and more inclined to prayer and fasting

than to domestic labour for a pagan master or mistress.

(Gibbon,
" Decline and Fall," ch. xvi.)

There is another matter to be noted. Rome did not

tolerate secret societies. One of the marks of a secret

society is the possession of a code of communication,

or a secret literature. Anything of this sort would

necessarily be mistrusted in Rome. But in the Ge-

matria of the Jews and Greeks, the almost necessary
concomitant of a numeral alphabet, such an element

was present, at least in a latent form. But was it

merely latent ? There seems evidence enough that such

a code was used extensively for commercial and for

political purposes. What then if the self-same code was

discovered by friends of the Imperial power in the theo-

logical writings of this new sect ? What would be the

inference? One of the most significant features of the

early persecutions is the recorded destruction of writings,

of the sacred books of the Christians. The fury of the

persecutors against these writings seems to have aimed
at their complete extermination. Now if it be true that

the wrath which sought their destruction was not

grounded in religious bias, but was rather the result of

alarm for the integrity of the State, then we are ap-
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preaching a view of these writings which may have

special interest to students of Gematria. Ostensibly

there could be little to quarrel with in the teachings of

One who bid his followers
" render to Caesar the things

that be Caesar's and unto God the things that be God's."

Yet the writings were under suspicion and from the State

point of view must be suppressed.

We offer the hypothesis that these books had been

recognised to contain a Gematria of a sort which had

been found as subversive of the majesty of the Roman

Empire and its imperial Head, since it accorded to the

Lord Jesus Christ, the Jewish Messiah, the very emblems

and numerical tokens of Solar sovereignty which were

the rightful appanage of Rome. Nor was this fact at all

obscure, for the Gematria in question is of the plainest

and simplest kind.

From ancient times, from the days at least of the old

Babylonian captivity, the Jews had been the possessors

of a numerical and astronomical "
mystery

" which we

may believe to have been imparted to them by Chaldean

masters. One of the best recognised features of their

scheme of numbers is the different regard they paid to

the several numbers i to 10. In this system Six is

always accounted a number of error, imperfection, and

evil, whilst Seven, and more especially Eight, are num-
bers of Divine significance, of completion, and regenera-
tion. The reverence for the number Eight is drawn from

the older Jewish source into the Christian system and

appears with us as the " Dominical "
number, charac-

teristic of the Messiah and of the Divine regeneration He
brings. Hence the contrived numeration of the name

Jesus. IH2OT2= 888, and, in antithesis to this, the

666 of the Evil One, the Antichrist. Both are
"
solar

"

numbers as we shall be able to shew elsewhere. For the

moment we must ask our readers to accept this statement
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provisionally, as it is necessary to pass on to a further

development of our theme.

We do not know the time at which the subtle minds

of the Jewish cabalists began working upon the idea of

Rome as the second Babylon but it may have been even

before the birth of Christianity. Certainly it is a con-

clusion now accepted by many conservative scholars that

a true interpretation of the " Beast
"
of the Apocalypse is

that the Emperor Nero was the man aimed at, for his

name in Hebrew NRVN QSR (Nerun Qaisar) enumerates

at 666, whilst oddly enough, if the Roman spelling of

"Caesar" be followed, the Greek gives us NEPON
KAEAP= 1332 = 666 + 666. According to the tradi-

tion of the church, the date of the writing of the Apoca-

lypse of St. John is about 95 A.D. But the idea of the
" beast

" and his number may well be older than this.

The Rabbis called the Roman Language the " Roman
Beast

" = Romiith (RVMIITh =200 + 6 + 40+10 + 10

+ 400 = 666)* thus consciously equating it with the solar

power under the name Sorath (SVRTh= 60 + 6 + 200 +

400).

Here then we have from a Jewish source the coupling
of the Roman power with a number identified as a solar

number (symbolic of that power) and at the same time

identified with the very essence of all evil. And this new

Jewish sect, the Christians, were actually teaching that

the same number was both the number of the antichrist

and the number of a man, and that man (as now seems

probable) the ruler of the State.

It needs no great stretch of imagination to realise the

* There is a possible allusion here to the constitution of the Six Roman
Numerals,

D . C . L X V I which are D . C . 500 + TOO - 600 i

L . X . 50 + 10 = 60
|

666.

V.I. 5 + i = 6'
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effect of the betrayal of such a secret by some spy or

renegade convert.

And worse still remained. For not only this, but the

Jewish Messiah was held up to reverence and worship as

the true
" Sun of Righteousness

" and given the most

perfect of solar numbers, the 888 of Divine Manhood, but

in antithesis to this, the Roman Emperor was figured as

the False and Evil ruler, the Antichrist, the Man of Sin.

It was treachery, sedition, and blasphemy against the

sacred person and his imperial office. The blasphemers
must be rooted out and their vile books publicly burnt.

St. Paul, writing about A.D. 51 to the Thessalonians

for the second time, from Corinth, bids them understand

that the Day of the Lord, of whose coming they seem to

have been in immediate expectation, would be preceded

by the manifestation of the " man of sin
"

or " son of

perdition" (II. Thess. 2, 3) with a "falling away" or

apostacy. He reminds them that whilst he was yet with

them he had told them of these things and that they are

now aware of what it is that is withholdiug this evil

manifestation (TO Kare-^ov). He is writing about two

years before the death of Claudius, and although normally
no one could at that time have foreseen what was so soon

to follow, nor guess the coming horror of Nero's reign,

yet the gift of prophecy was active in the Church, and it

may be that the tongue of the inspired speaker had

already been moved to spiritual utterance and had re-

vealed the advent of NRVN QSR. And of a truth, the

mystery of iniquity was even now working in the Roman
court. But three years before the Emperor had married

the infamous Agrippina, and within a year of that fatal

marriage, she had intrigued successfully to displace the

rightful heir, Britannicus, and to secure the adoption of

her own son Nero as the Emperor's successor. The

mystery of iniquity continued to work and waited only
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the removal of that restraining force of whose nature the

epistle does not give a clue, though its recipients knew.

Prominent in the household of Claudius was one who,

though we are not told he was himself a Christian, was

yet presumably a friend to the Christian cause. This

was Narcissus, freedman-secretary to the Emperor. Let

us here digress for a moment to consider the early re-

ligious developments of the Roman "
principate

"
in the

light of what is said in the second epistle to the Thessa-

lonians on the subject of the Divine worship to be paid

to the
" Man of Sin ".

The political history of the early Principate has a

religious side to it. The relief from senatorial oppression

which the Caesars gave to the provinces was deeply and

gratefully felt, and expressed itself in the erection of

temples and in the cultus of Rome and the Emperors.

Augustus deprecated this. Tiberius accepted it with

some reluctance. Caius made it ridiculous by carrying it

to insane extremes. Then came Claudius ; a ruler whose

character and policy needs careful and sympathetic con-

sideration. Apparently not of strong intellect, slighted

and relegated to the companionship of slaves and freed-

men, he was raised to the principate by the soldiers who

thought he might be a useful figure-head. But he was

rather more than this. Uncertain perhaps of his own

powers, he had the ability to appreciate efficiency; and

he collected around him a group of freedmen, socially of

no standing, but practically capable of bearing the weight
of government. Of these men one, Narcissus, may claim

the attention of Christians. Still living and able to control

matters by virtue of his confidential office of secretary at

the time the epistles to the Thessalonians were written, he

could conceivably have exercised through his friendly dis-

position, an influence of restraint and thus have hindered

or "let" the accumulating forces of evil from fuller display.
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That he was the object of their wrath seems clear

enough : for very soon he fell from his high place and

was put to death in A.D. 54.

And then the " Man of Sin
" was revealed.

In A.D. 53 Nero became Emperor, and for five years
the affairs of the State ran smoothly, whilst the bureau-

cracy created by Claudius yet continued. Narcissus dis-

appeared, but his
"
familia

"
or household, as also that of

Aristobulus, had almost certainly, as both Bishop Light-
foot and Sir William Ramsay agree, been incorporated
into Caesar's household. Here was the clerical staff of a

great official through whose hands all manner of corres-

pondence and intelligence must pass copies of rescripts

and directions of policy and appointments.
Whilst this organised bureaucracy lasted and was still

in control of the business of the Empire, it is clear that

an obstacle and a hindrance would exist to thwart the

development of the ambitions of a scheming and un-

scrupulous mother and son. It must be reduced piece-

meal and the obstinate officials removed one by one as

substitutes could be found. May it not then be per-

missible to conjecture that this faithful officialdom was

the TO Kare^ov referred to by the Apostle, and the tcare-

X&v its principal officer, Narcissus ?

In our exploration of the Gematria of the New Testa-

ment books, the two epistles to the Thessalonians have

not been overlooked. They are not among the most

likely sources of gnostic numberings, but still they yield a

certain quota of results, and tend to confirm the view

that this element is practically universal in the Scriptures.

The Holy Names of the IH2OT2 series are all built

upon the number Thirty-seven, elsewhere shewn to be a

geometrical number, as well as one of those of the solar-

astronomical symbolism. Now it so happens that the

word KATEXHN has the Gematria value 1776, which is
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+ 888, the double of IH2OT2, and stands for other

titles of Christ, such as
" The Salvation of Israel

" 'H

2OTHPIA I2PAHA. And icark^v refers to a person

living at that time and exercising a function of restraint.

Like other servants of the Master, he is given a title

whose Gematria affiliates him with the principle for

which he stands, as well as marking him a servant of the

solar sovereignty of Rome. The church in Thessalonica

knew well the nature of the influence hinted at (see

II. Thess. 2, 6) and the identity of the person exercising

that influence the Kare^v was presumably also known
to them, though concealed for safety's sake.

Now it is rather a curious fact that the name Nar-

cissus NAPKISSOS given to the freedman who was

Claudius' secretary has also one of these divine and solar

numbers, for NAPKI22O2 = 851= 37 X 23, and this

equates with that epithet applied to Jesus Christ, our

"substance" or "possession" Hyparxis ('THAPHIS).
These facts may mean but little to us now, but we can

assure such of our readers as are unfamiliar with the

subject that they would have meant a great deal to the

men of that day.

Now we have got thus far in our argument. There

was dangerous intrigue working in the Roman court long
before the death of Claudius, and the Christians were

whispering of a restraining influence to last for a while,

and of the coming of the son of perdition after that

influence should be removed. Traitors in the Christian

camp were alas ! all too many, and the "
delatores

" had

several years in which to work mischief against those

favourably inclined to the Christians who were hindering
their enemies. The Christians were teaching the Divine

Kingship of their Messiah, and their writings were full

of a mysterious code of number which might be inter-

preted as sedition and blasphemy against the Imperial
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power. It was even whispered that the Imperial secre-

tary was covertly spoken of under a name which linked

him with the Christians, and he also had a Greek name
which tallied with their code. Hence he was a marked

man, and an easy prey for the "
delatores

" when once he

ceased to be indispensable and irreplaceable. This is

romance, let it be admitted, but if we truly put ourselves,

as students, free from the bias of modern thought, into

the minds of the people of those times, it will not seem

outrageously improbable to us to think that the "dela-

tores", aided by the subtle ingenuity of renegade and

hostile cabalists, would easily have arrived at
"
proof

"

something in the following form.

1. They call him KATEXHN (37 x 48) = The Salva-

tion of Israel.

2. His name is NAPKI22O2 (37 x 23) = 'TIIAPEI2.
A title of their Messiah.

3. He is obviously marked out by destiny for his very
official title corroborates this. For see this ! KAATAIOS
NAPKI22O2 EHI2TOAETS = 2886 = XPH2TO2
SHTHP (37 x 78).

4. And to make matters worse, NAPKI22O2 KATE-
XftN = 2627 (37 x 71)

= IX0T2 2HTHP.
= TO ETAITEAION XPI2TOT.

5. And if anything more were needed to make the

case as black as Tartarus against him, look at this. It is

surely Narcissus who, as the agent of the Christian Mes-

siah, is restraining and hindering the Emperor. NAP-
KATEXIiN KAI2APA = 2960 (37 x 80)
= 1480 + 1480. A double Christus. (XPI-

2TO2- XPI2TO2.)
= 'TIO2 TOT AN@PfinOT = Son of Man

this is what Jesus Christ called himself.

= 'O KTPIO2- 'O 'PTOMENO2 EK
D
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The Deliverer out of Sion. Another of his

seditious titles.

Suetonius records that Claudius "
Judaeos, impulsore

Chresto assidue tumultuantes, Romae expulit". XPH-
STOS by Gematria = 1478, the number of the Imperial

title * 'O 2HTHP. This would be likely to lead to sus-

picions and surmisings. When once the case was brought
to the ears of the Emperor, and all the current weight

given to the coincidences of the Gematria, it would not

avail the defence to point out that the same numbers

might be made to yield other and more innocent Gematria,

and that a cipher capable of such diverse interpretations

could hardly be effective for political use. For it is the

peculiar nature of this Gematria that it is too consistent,

too clear-cut, for any such argument to stand. That

argument might be of certain weight nowadays in regard
to such few random specimens as we have cited, but Nero

would simply have brushed it aside as feeble and futile to

a degree. Still worse could the case against the Christian

scriptures and Gospel be made if certain passages therein

were interpreted in the light of such cipher: and as

will now be shewn, the answer alleged by the Christian

Gospel to have been given by a Gadarene devil could

have been produced to shew an uncompromising hostility

to Rome both religious and military. Aeycwv ovofid pot

on TToXXoi e<Tfj.v,
"
My name is Legion for we are many

"

with Gematria 2214 stands not merely for

, or

but also for

To Mvarijptov, % % <?' The Mystery 666,

'H COT?;? 'POO/XT;, % <j-'t The Divinity, Rome 666,

*
Ptolemaic, and hence Roman.

t It has been pointed out that a title of the Roman Pontiff gives this num-
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and a whole page more of what would appear equally
horrible treason.

The final insult of the story being the equation of

aye\rj %o[pa)v p.eyaXt) fiovtco/jLevr) with o Xeyeatv, rj deorijs

X T'- Could Circe herself be more insolent and malefic ?

Fanciful ! we hear some readers saying. But the

question is Would the enemies of the Church have

thought it fanciful ? That is the point at issue. The

argument that a Greek Gematria would have been in-

sufficiently understood by the Roman mind with its

practical bias and non-numerical alphabet as a basis of

language, bears little weight when it is remembered that

half the Roman empire spoke Greek naturally and the

other half probably spoke it commercially, so that the

Greek correspondence of an Imperial secretary would be

very large. Then, too, we have some warrant for be-

lieving that the Roman alphabet was coupled, even in

those early days, with a Gematria of its own, somewhat

arbitrary perhaps, and uncertain in formation but some
Roman inscriptions shew signs of it. And the mediaeval

tradition favours the idea of a joint use of Greek and
Roman letters for this purpose. Let the reader consult

Ducange's Dictionary of Middle and Low Latin, and

look under the letter P. He will find a specimen there

of the joint use. In this connection it is well to remem-
ber also that the Roman ritual for the consecration of a

church (as recorded by Dupanloup and in the rubric of

the Pontificale) contains a curious ritual by virtue of

which the Greek and Roman alphabets are traced out

on sand or ashes in the form of a saltire cross, and

these letters are obliterated by the fan of the Bishop,
each letter being dismissed with a blessing as having

performed its work. What does this imply, if not

Gematria ?

ber, in the Latin. Count the larger capitals only and you have DCLVVIIIIII
= 666. The title is

" Vicar (or Substitute) of the Son of God."
VICARlVs FlLII DE! = 666.



CHAPTER II.

THE HOLY NAMES.

At the beginning of the Gospel stands always the

name of John the Baptist, who first announced to the

world at large that a greater than he was coming, and

bade men prepare by repentance for the Kingdom of

Heaven that was at hand. He baptized them in Jordan
for the remission of sins, and preached a moral refor-

mation suitable to the character or needs of each. There

was nothing in such baptism that required more than

was clearly demanded of anyone who was preparing

himself to approach holy things. But on those who

already esteemed themselves above the need for such

preparation, it was plainly impressed that their previous

religious standards were quite inadequate to the demands

of the new Kingdom. The preaching of John was not

in the towns or villages, but in the warm wilderness by
the river, and thither, as on pilgrimage, resorted all

whom the fame of the preacher had attracted. His

arrival and message created a stir, and even officials of

the hierarchy wished to know who he was. There had

been a common expectation that a great prophet might

appear to herald the coming of the Day of the Lord,

and the possibilities seemed to be, first, that this preacher

might be the Messiah himself, or secondly, Elijah or

Elias, the Prophet, and a third conjecture was that he

might be "
that prophet

" mentioned by Moses, who
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seems to have been regarded as a prophet of distinction.

To all these suggestions the Baptist replies in the nega-

tive, but without doubt his habit and appearance would

have been strongly suggestive of the Samaritan prophet

Elijah, in the unshorn hair, the rough garment, the

hardy ascetic life of the wilderness, and the call to

repentance. But he claims only to be a Voice crying
in the wilderness "

Prepare ye the way of the Lord and

make His paths straight."

He was known to be the son of the Priest Zacharias

and of Elizabeth, both of Aaron's line, about whom there

was told the story recorded by St. Luke concerning what

happened at the birth of their child: and there seems

also to have been a legend, that may have some truth in

it, that the reason why the Baptist had been reared in the

wilderness was that his father had been slain between the

Temple porch and the altar, and his mother had fled with

the child to a place of safety. Certainly the story of the

birth as told by St. Luke has every mark of being a story

that would not easily have been contradicted. Now the

outstanding and unusual feature of that story is the

emphasis laid on the name of the child. Why should

he have been stated to have received it by direct angelic

message ? The answer must be found in the name itself,

which was etymologically
" Grace of Jah

"
or " Gift of

Jah ", and quite appropriate to a child of old parents,

but otherwise a very common Jewish name which in its

Greek form was most usually written IflANNHS. And
it is from this form of the name that the suggested
solution of the problem involved in the story of the

angelic message can take its start. But first the question
must be asked Why the Greek form ? The answer is

that the Gospel was to be preached in Greek and from

the very outset it would seem that this contingency had

been prepared for. The evidence for this statement must
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now be given and the one question that can be asked

of the reader is this: Can all that follows in what we
shall have to shew be by any possibility mere accidental

coincidence ?

The priest Zacharias in the order of his course,

ministering in the Holy Place and facing west, sees an

angel of the Lord standing to the right of the Altar of

Incense, in the full light of the Golden Candlestick and

over against the Table of Shewbread. The words then

spoken are these :

" Fear not ! Zacharias, for thy prayer is heard ".

MT; foftov, Za^apLa' SIOTI el<ri<]KOv<rdr) fj

8er)<rfa <rov ......= 4239,

or, by Gematria,
"
Gift of God : Son of Grace "

or
" A Son the Gift :

the Grace of God ",

TOV eov' 'Tto<? %apm>5 . . 4329,
TO Awpoi/* Xa/3i? TOV OV . . = 4239,

and the son is Light, the Fulness of Christ,

. . . = 4239.

The rest of the angelic utterance is as follows :

" And thy wife Elizabeth shall bear thee a son :

real rj yvvij <rov 'E\Kra/3eT yevvrjtti vtov aoi = 2864,
" and thou shalt call his name John ".

KCU Kd\<rei<i TO ovofta UVTOV 'Ifodvvqv . = 3243.

For the first part of this sentence (2864) we may read

"
Baptism : Elias the forerunner of the Lord "

Y] Ba7TTtort9* 'HXta? o TrpoS/aoyLio? Kvpiov . = 2864,
" The Power of John

"

TOV 'Ifodvvov . . = 2864,
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" The Power of the Name ",
" A Voice "

AiW/u? oVo/Ltaro?' <f>nNH.

(or)
" The Great Gnosis "

(or) 77 fAya\'r) 71/0)0-49 (ifcriTPttffff)
= 2864,

" The Baptism of the Lord to remit sins
"

OU atyevai a/ia/ma<? . . = 2864.

For the second part (3243) the following is suggested :

Light, the Word of the Lord.

To 4>a>5' Ao7o? Kvpiov . . . . = 3243.

Mystery of Christ. Repentance.

rf fj.Ta.voia . . = 3243.

In the succeeding verse we have:

"And thou shalt have joy and gladness"
ical ea-rai <roi %dpa /cat aya\\ia<ri<; . . = 2046,

which may be interpreted :

Knowledge of Jesus or Voice of Jesus.

'IlJtTOV 3>(i)V7) 'IlJffOV . = 2046,

and
" and many shall rejoice at his birth

"

KOL TroXXol eVt rp yeveaet, avrov %apij<TOVTai,
= 3513,

for which we read :

Christ, the Great Light of God.

XptVro?* Meya ^>W9 eou . . .. . = 3513,

or " The Knowledge of Jesus : the Great Salvation
"

" The Peace : the Great Salvation of the Lord "

r) fj,ejd\r) trwrrjpia rov Kvpiov . = 35 J 3

" And he shall be great in the sight of the Lord "

yap fieyat IVCOTTIOV rov Kfptou . . == 37*M
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NOTE. /467a5 (great) = 249 s = HAIA2 (Elias), so

that this might be read

e<rrat yap 'HXia9 evcamov rov Kvpiov.

But we can better see here the reason for this amazing
number, since 3704 is :

John. Elias. The Prophet of the Lord.

IJ1ANNH2' HAIA2' o rrpo^r^ Kvptov . = 3704.

The Prophet of Jesus Christ.

o Trpo^ijrij^ 'Irjaov X/jt<rToO . . 374-
According to the Mystery, Elias which

was for to come.

Kara fiva-rijptov 'H\ta? o /ieXXeoi/ ep^eaOai. = 3704.

Word of the Prophet : Baptism of the Lord.

Ao70? 7T/30</>7?TOir /3a7TTK75 KvplOV . . = 3704.

Elias the Prophet : the Baptism of Repentance.
'HXta? Trpo^T?/?' TO /SaTrrtcr/xa T^9 yaeravota? = 3704.

Baptism of John : the Baptism and Repentance.
J$a,TrTi(Ti<>'I(i)dvvov' TO /SaTrrtff/ta KOI 77 fjLerdvoia 3704.

Gospel of the salvation of the Lord.

1vayye\iov T?/9 a-toTrjpias Kvpiov . . 3704.

Many other examples of a striking nature might be

cited. These include (strangely enough)

Mystery of God : the Geometria.

M.va-Tijpiov rov ov- 77 yecopeTpia . . = 3704,

and indeed an example of this Divine Geometry, of which

we find so many traces, seems connected with the number

3704. But here we may note that Sa^MyMtT^c rt?

A certain Samaritan as he journeyed = 2704 =
'

o

" and shall drink neither wine nor strong drink
"

KOI olvov KOI o-itcepa ov
JJ,TJ iriy . . = 1264,
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and 1264, by Gematria, is the Power of Elias e'

'H\iov and geometry, yeta^erpia. This illustrates the

power of the Nazarite,

" and he shall be filled with the Holy Ghost

from his mother's womb "

yov
rcot\ias iMrjTos avrov

vrhich is also, by Gematria,

Word of the Lord : John the prophet of God.

Ao70? Kvpiov 'Itodvvrjs 6 TT/JO^TT?? TOV eov = 5082.

Logos of Light : Mystery of the Baptism
of the Church.

Ao7<>5 ^twro?' ~M.v<rTijpiov /3a7TTi<r/iaTO5 erc-

K\T)<r[a<i ......= 5082.

Power of the Knowledge of the Lord.

'Eouo-ia T77<? 7i/c6creu5 TOV Kvpiov . . = 5082.

The Gnosis : The Word of the Lord Jesus
Christ.

6 A6yo<? Kvpiov 'I-^croO Xpt<rrov . = 5082.

The rest of the message is clearly a reference to the

well-known prophecy of Malachi, and it is beyond the

powers of the present workers to interpret further, as

the numbers to be dealt with are very large. Nor can

the later words of the Angel be regarded as part of the

primary message. Therefore the next notable utterance

will be found in the words of Elizabeth while her hope
was being fulfilled.

" Thus hath the Lord dealt with me in the

days wherein He looked upon me, to

take away my reproach among men "

OITG)
jjiot, TreTToirjKGV 6 Kupto? ev

at? eTTci&ev d<f}\eiv TO oi>et8o<?...... ~
6942,
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but this, by Gematria, is again

John: the Prophet Elias: the Light of

Jesus Christ.

o TT/JO^TT/? 'HXta?' TO <!>&>? 'Iijcroi)....... 6942.

Again, when the time came for the naming of the

child, the mother Elizabeth at once negatived the sug-

gestion of the name Zacharias (which incidentally would

have afforded the only instance in Scripture of the calling

of a child after his father's name).

And she says :

"
Nay, but he shall be called John

"

Ov%i, d\\a K\rj0i]a-eTai 'Icodvvrjs . . = 2852,

which is

11 The Word : the Power in the Name "

6 Ao7O5' f) SvvafAis ev TO> ovopari . . = 2852,

John, the Son : Elias the Forerunner.

*Ia>dvvi]<s o woV 'HXias TLpoSpopos , . = 2852,

but as though the Incarnate Son of God had already
added His seal and signature, we find that

Jesus the Anointed of God.

? X/WO-TOV eoO = 2852.

It will be convenient here to point out the mystery
of the connection of the Names of John, Jesus, and Elias,

by Gematria : for :

The Name of Elias ) f TO ovofia 'HXioi; . -- 1119,
= John. . . J 1 'lG>dvvij<t . . 1119,

and this also is

Name of Jesus . "Ovopa 'Ii/o-oO? . =1119.
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Now we come to another of those cases in regard to

which a special grammatical enquiry will be needed.

The use of the 'v, e^eX/ci/o-Tt/coi/', or terminal *n* in the

common dialect is not very clear, but it seems quite ad-

missable to use it before a consonant, although such use

may not be customary. It must be remembered that the

Revisers always omit this terminal 'n', but Alford, as

invariably, inserts it. Now if for example, there is

Gematria to be sought in the sentences of the Magnificat,

it will be necessary to come to a decision on the best

authority available as to which rule is to be adopted
that is to say, if there is to be a fixed rule at all. In the

photographic copy of the Sinaitic MS of St. Luke i, in

the preface, where St. Luke is writing Attic Greek, the

reading is eSoe K a/j,oi, but where he drops into the
'

KOWV) ', he writes Sucaicofji.aa'iv TOV KU/HOU and ei-rrev Be.

Seeing then that the editors of printed copies of the

Testament appear to have paid no regard to the MSS in

these particulars, it will be necessary to make reference

to the MSS themselves if the method of Gematria is to

be studied.

Now the answer of Zacharias, in writing, to Eliza-

beth's request, is as follows :

" His name is John."

'10)01/1/179 eo~Tl(v) TO 6vo/j,a avrov,

\yith the alternative Gematria 3406 or 3456, according to

whether the ' n
'

be inserted or omitted. Let us see the

effect on the Gematria.

'I&>ai/i/779 earl TO ovo/j,a avTOv . . = 346
which is, by Gematria,

A Voice : Power of the Word.

<f>(ovr)' Aw/a/u9 TOV A.6yov . . . . = 3406.

Power of Elias : Baptism : Great Light.

Aui/a/u9 'HXiotr BaVrtoyta' 4>d>9 fAeya . =. 3406.
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Power of the Gospel : the Baptism.
TOV JLvayye\iow TO Ba7TTto-/ia . = 3406.

Alternatively, we have

'Ia)dvvr)<; earlv TO ovofia avTov . . . = 3456.

with the Gematria :

The Holy Ghost : Mystery of Christ.

TO aytov TTvevfta' /AvaTrfpiov XptoroC . . = 345^-

Mystery : The Lord, the Saviour.

M.vo-Tijpiov Kupto? o crwrrjp . . . = 3456.

Still more astonishing is the numerical constitution of

the name of John itself. The number, as we have seen,

is 1119, in aspect a rather obvious mystery-number, since

it displays one of those sacred triads of numbers which

loom so largely in the old cabalistic traditions. But 1119
is 3 X 373, and 373 is the number of AOFOS, the Word.
Thus 1119 is a triple Logos, and in this connection the

Presence of the Three Persons of the Godhead in the

Baptism of Jesus by John must be recalled.

In addition to the Gematria of this name already

given we may cite the following.

"HXio? A- fl ...... =1119.
Ba7TU(7/u,a + 'H Merai/oea . . = 1119.

17 SiSa^i] eov ......= 1119.

= 1119......= ing.

(see
"
Preliminary Investigation," p. 35, for the mathe-

matical symbolism of the number).

Our Lord also calls John
" a burning and a shining

light
"

-o Xi^i/os o Kcu6(j,evo<s ical <f>aivtov the Gematria of

which is 3398, and this is
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The Lord's Word of Repentance.
'O Ao70? T7/9 fteravoias rov Kvpiov . . = 3398.

The Word of the Lord : He Who is to Come.
'O Ao70? Kvpiow 6 f4e\\Q)v epxea-ffat . = 3398.

Mystery : the Name of Salvation.

Muo-TTjptov TO "Oi/o/ia a-QjTrjpias . . = 3398.

also a peculiar combination of absolutely Divine numbers,

the effect of which is shewn in the following Gematria.

The Three in One. plus The Spiritual Word of the

Lord.

17 rpias ev fiovdSi. + TIvevfuiTiKos Ao7os Kuptou.

Or,

The One in Three, plus Aeon of the Lord Jesus.

17 /jiovas ev rpidSi. + A.ian> Kvpuov Ir)<rov.

The question then again arises : Who was this great

Personality? One turns again to Elijah and several

further similarities appear. The special mission of Elijah
was the re-conversion of the fallen and well-nigh apostate

Kingdom of Israel or Samaria. He found on the throne

Ahab, son of Omri, apparently a ruler of considerable

ability and character, but too much under the influence

of the Sidonian Jezebel, who also had a daughter as

strong-minded and unscrupulous as her mother. These

two had been introducing the worship of the Phoenician

divinities, and it seems that a great national success had

been won at Karkor on the Orontes against the dangerous

Assyrian invasion, and the power of Assyria had been so

broken that a revolution took place of which we get an

echo in the book of Jonah.
But in any case, the danger was averted. Yet in that

war, the Allies had been jointly engaged, and, so to speak,

the victory had been due to the help of all manner of
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national gods, Melkarth of Tyre, Ashima of Hamath,
Rimmon of Damascus, as well as of Jehovah of Israel.

It was a religious catastrophe, and bitterly deplored.

Elijah restored the honour of the God of Israel, but did

on Carmel tempt the Lord his God. He was accepted,

and his prayer granted, but he lost heart and fled from

Jezebel. He was bidden to appoint his successor, as was

Moses for a similar sin the last temptation, it would

seem, of the ail-but perfected servant of the Lord.

Wherefore those two, Moses and Elias, appear on the

Mount of Transfiguration and speak of Our Lord's de-

cease, when he should have resisted the temptation to

which they had succumbed. Whether the parallel of

Ahab, Jezebel, and Athaliah with Antipas, Herodias, and

Salome, will stand or not, St. John the Baptist did face

the wrath of the queen, and died for his constancy.
Unlike Elijah, he did no miracle. His was not a mission

to punish, for he did know what spirit he was of. The
Pistis Sophia openly makes the Baptist the re-embodied

soul of Elijah. The passage is worth mentioning especi-

ally as the added powers for St. John the Baptist were

said to have been drawn from MIKPO2 IAI1 2ABAOB
AFAOOS, a Being which seems to be astrologically the

planet Jupiter but has the number of TO MT2THPION
KTPIOT.

Now, though the Baptist denied it, the Lord did say,
"
If ye will receive it, this is Elias, which was for to

come." And that Elias was come already. And the

disciples understood that He spake of John the Baptist,
and thus it seems was the well-remembered prophecy of

Malachi fulfilled. At any rate it was known to the

parents of John that their son should come in the spirit

and power of Elias, and St. Peter in his first Epistle
makes it quite plain that it was the Spirit of Christ which

was in the prophets, and there will be found to be a
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mystical connection between IHANNH2 'O IIPOAPO-
MOS and XPI2TO2 'O AOFO2, for each are by Gema-
tria 1923.

Again, when St. John declares that One mightier than

himself cometh

e/3%erat 6 iwxyporepbs fiov . . = 3656

this stands for

The Great Power : Incarnation of the Word.

17 fieyaXt] Svvafjiis' vav6pcoTrrj(Tt<i rov A.6yov = 3656.

Messiah : Light acccrding to the Mystery.
Meo-trta?' <I>(u<? Kara pvaTripiov . . = 3656.

Mystery of the Lord : the Saviour.

Mv0-n7pioi> Kvpiov 6 ^cor^p . = 3656.

The True Sun : the Son of Man.

'AX77#/os
f/

H\to5' 'Tto? rov Avdpdyjrov . = 3656.

And when all that we may be able to shew, and probably
far more as yet undiscovered, can be told of the Name
and Office of John the Baptist, one may expect and

indeed, it is found that there are yet grander mysteries

involved in the great angel-given Name of Him whose

Gospel is to be preached to all the world.



CHAPTER III.

'IH2OT2 XPI2TO2
888 + 1480

With reverence and godly fear this great central name

and number of the Gnosis must now be approached. But

let not any faithful Christian reader fear lest he or she

be too unlearned and ignorant, or too non-graduate and

amateur to grasp the very simple structure on which the

mathematical element is based. This little table shews

the differences of the cubes of i, 2, 3, and 4, and it is

the last of the series, namely 37, which furnishes the

framework on which the Holiest of Names are built.

As will be seen below, this mystical 37 may be dis-

played as a geometrical figure, and this figure we term

the "metacube". As an aid to memory, we term it

METAKTBON, the Gematria of this word being 888

- IH20T2, Jesus.

1 + 7 =2x2x2=8 (or i
3 +7= 2 3

).

8 -f 19 = 3 X 3 X 3 27 (or 2* + 19 = 3
3
).

27 + 37 = 4 x 4 x 4 = 64 (or 3
3 + 37 = 4

3
).

^vjfjLeiov fierdtcvftov, or the cube-difference sign, will

give the number 1271, 'H 71/0)0-15.

To the reverent student one conclusion will be in-

evitable on the facts which we are about to offer. It
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is that if what follows is not explainable by the law of

chance, then it must be intentional in so far as the

teaching of Scripture is concerned: and must therefore

have been derived from the Master as a principle

capable of application by His disciples.

Now there was certainly an element in the early

Christian teaching which was not to be imparted indis-

criminately to all, but was reserved for those prepared

for further knowledge. There is always risk in the

premature mention of facts of an unfamiliar kind, which

cannot be easily explained, and there is special danger

in the use of a symbolism which is liable to misuse by
those not fully aware of its spiritual purport. Opposition,

even anger, might be aroused by an acquaintance with

such unfamiliar facts, since they could neither be ex-

plained nor contradicted. For it is very difficult to

contradict or explain away a long series of separate

specimen facts leading up to an indeterminate but

probable conclusion. Here and there a doubtful speci-

men or group of specimens can be impugned or rejected,

but the argument is not thereby destroyed. In the

days when the existence of chipped flints of early human

origin was doubtful, it was not a sound refutation merely
to point out that some chipped flints were not chipped

by man. There may be errors in some details and here

and there even a blunder, and there must be room for

the normal operation of chance coincidence, but the

bulk of the evidence cannot be disposed of by calling

attention to these.
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2368.

The Figure of the Metacube

is here given, and is coupled with

the Name of Jesus Christ, and its

number 2368, which is one of

those numbers alluded to in the

foregoing article, on which there

exists an indubitable consensus

of meaning in the large Gematria

discovered upon it. The follow-

ing list of Gematria upon the
3

. Metacube of 37 points, each
number is offered to readers as

point
= 64 = a\^a Truth.

evidence of the truth of this Total = 37 x 64 = 2368 =

statement and it will be apparent
'i** *"<** The concealed

metacube = 1216 or 19 x 64
that no theory of chance can

COVer the facts. Spiritual Church. The small

For convenience, the Gema- m*acube at the heart of the

...... , figure = 448 or 7 x 64 = 6
tna is divided into several groups ^e^^ True. The whole

shewing the more nearly related Cube = 64 x 64 or 4096 = xi

phrases in series. But it will be enarr4por 'IUTOV xpurrov

. , , . . .
, , The Altar of Jesus Christ, or

seen that a substantial harmony ^ ffo^ XpurT^s^dlv6l/ =
Subsists between all these groups. Jesus Christ the True Light.

GEMATRIA OF 2368.

Of Jesus Christ.

1. IH2OT2 XPI2TO2.

Jesus Christ.

2. 1H2OT2- 'TIO2- KTPIO2.
Son : Lord.

fH AAHOEIA- 2OTHP.
the Truth : Saviour.

'H ANA2TA2I2 EK EOT.

Jesus the Resurrection from God.
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5. IH2OT2 'O KTPIO2- 'O AIAASKAAO2.
Jesus the Lord : the Teacher.

6. IH20T2- AA4>A- HMEFA- AMHN.
Jesus : First and Last : Amen.

7. IH2OT2- A- ft- AMHN- AAAHAOTIA.
Jesus : First : Last : Amen : Alleluia.

8. IH2OT2- A- n- 'O ASTHP.

Jesus : First : Last : the Star.

9. IH2OT2- 'H APXH- MESITH2.

Jesus : the Beginning : Mediator.

10. IH2OT2- AA4>A KCU HMEFA- 'H AIA0HKH.

Jesus : First and Last : the Covenant.

11. IH2OT2- 'TIOS- 'H MEFAAH ATNAMIS.

Jesus : Son : the Great Power.

12. IH2OT2- 'H HNETMATIKH EKKAH2IA AAH-
6EIAS.

Jesus : the Spiritual Ecclesia of Truth.

13. IH2OT2- 'H AAHQETA- 'H IIETPA HNETMA-
TIKH.

Jesus : the Truth : the Spiritual Rock.

14. IH2OT2- 'O QEO2 AAH6H2- 'O KTPIOS.

Jesus : Very God : the Lord.

15. IH2OT2- AAH6H2 AOFOS- 'THAPSIS.

Jesus : Very Word : Substance.

16. IH2OT2- 'H 6EOTHS 'TIOT.

Jesus : the Godhead of the Son.

IHSOTS- 'H 'TIOTH2 BEOT.

Jesus : the Sonship of God.

17. IH2OT2- 'H 0EOTH2- 'O nAPAKAHTOS.
Jesus : the Godhead : the Paraclete.

18. IH2OT2- AHOSTOAOS BAlIAEIAS.

Jesus : Apostle of the Kingdom.

19. IH20T2- XAPI2- 'O 0PONO2.

Jesus: Grace: the Throne.
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20. IHSOTS- PONO2
Jesus: Throne of Wisdom.

21. IH20T2- 'H QTPA 'ANEHFMENH.
Jesus : the Open Door.

22. IH2OT2- 'H 'ArmSTNH.
Jesus: the Holiness.

23. IH2OT2- 'H ArA@n2TNH.
Jesus : the Goodness.

24. IH2OT2-
fO A2THP TH2 AFAHHS.

Jesus : the Star of Love.

25. IH2OT2-
rO ME221AS- AOFOS EIPHNH2.

Jesus : the Messiah : Word of Peace.

26. IH2OT2- 'H EIPHNH- 'HAIO2 AIKA1OSTNH2.

Jesus : Peace : Sun of Righteousness.

27. IH2OT2- AITIO^ THS EIPHNH2.

Jesus : Author of Peace.

28. IHSOTS- 'O HAIS TOT ISPAHA.

Jesus : the Child (or Servant) of Israel.

2g. IH2OT2- IIAI2 TOT AATIA.

Jesus : Son of David.

30. IH2OTS- IIAP0ENO2 AOFOS- EOTHS.

Jesus : Virgin Word : Godhead.

31. IH2OT2- KTISIS EK HAP0ENOT.
Jesus : Creation from a Virgin,

or, TlapQcvos Aoyo?- KTKTIS etc irapOevov.

32. IHSOTS- 'O AAHBINOS 'TIOX MAPIAS.
Jesus : the true Son of Mary.

33. IH2OT2- AOFO2 nAP@ENIAS- 'O nAPBENO-
TENHS.

Jesus : Logos of Virginity : the Virgin-born.

34. IH2OT2- 'O ZI1N- 'O ITAI2 MAPIAM.

Jesus : the Living One : the Child oi Mary.

35. IH2OT2- BAIITI2I2 METANOIA2.

Jesus : Baptism of Repentance.
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36. IH2OT2- 'O AMHN- BAHTISMA METANOIA2,
Jesus : the Amen : Baptism of Repentance.

37. IH2OT2- 'O IIANAOXET2.
Jesus: the Host (see Parable of the Good

Samaritan).

38. IH20T2- TO 'AIMA THS KAINHS AIA6HKH2
KTPIOT.

Jesus : the Blood of the Lord's New Covenant.

39. IH20T2- SAFE KAI'AIMA- 'H EEANA2TA2I2.
Jesus : Flesh and Blood : the Resurrection.

40. IHSOT2- BPE3>02 ANHP- 2APE KAI'AIMA.
Jesus : a Man-Child : Flesh and Blood.

41. 'AJMA IH2OT- 0T2IA KTPIOT-
Blood of Jesus: Sacrifice of the Lord.

42. 'AIMA IH2OT- AIAAXH AIIOSTOAflN.
Blood of Jesus : Teaching of the Apostles.

43. 'A1MA IH2OT- ZflH EK IIATPO2.
Blood of Jesus : Life from the Father.

44. 'A1MA IH2OT- 'O AOrOS TH2 METANOIA^.
Blood of Jesus : the Word of Repentance.

45. 'AIMA IH2OT- 'H ArAIIH- 'H AAHOH2

Blood of Jesus : Love : the True Gnosis.

46. 'AIMA IH2OT- ANAFENNH2I2 EK NEKPX1N.
Blood of Jesus : Resurrection from the Dead.

47. 'AHA2MA EOT- KE^AAH TfiNlAS.

Sanctuary of God : the Head of the Corner.

or, 'O eTrl 7ra<rt eo?' /ce^aX

eov" 6 /caXo?

eov' 6 Tlerpo

48. 'AIMA IH20T- MTSTIKH
, Blood of Jesus : Mystic Consolation.

49. 'AIMA IH2OT- 'H MTSTIKH DAPAMTBIA,
Blood of Jesus : Mystic Consolation.
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50. 'AIMA IH2OT- TO IIAPAMT@ION I2PAHA.
Blood of Jesus : the Consolation of Israel.

51. 'AIMA IH2OT- HAPAMTeiON TH2 FH2.
Blood of Jesus : Consolation of the World.

52. TO
' AIMA IH2OT- 'O AEITOTPrO^.
The Blood of Jesus : the Minister.

53. TO 'AIMA IH2OT- 'O AAH0INO2 IIAPA
KAHTO2.

The Blood of Jesus : the true Comforter.

54. TO 'AIMA IH2OT- 'H ESOT2IA EOT.
The Blood of Jesus : the Power of God.

55. TO 'AIMA IH2OT- AOFO2 EIPHNHS EOT.
The Blood of Jesus: the Word of the Peace

of God.

56 IH2OT2- 'O ATTOFENHS AOFO1.

Jesus : the Self-Begotten Word.

57. IH20T2- HAS AOrOS HATPOS EN IAEA.

Jesus: the All-Word of the Father conceived

in the Mind.

58. IH2OT2- 'IEPETS 2AAHM- (R EniSKOHH.
Jesus : Priest of Salem : the Overseership.

59. IH2OT2-
fH EHIKOTPIA EK HATPO^.

Jesus : the Succour from the Father.

60. IH2OT2-
fH OTPANIA AAH0EIA EK IIATPO2.

Jesus : the Heavenly Truth from the Father.

61. IH2OT2- 'H KATABOAH AAH0EIA2 EK
HATPOS.

Jesus: the Foundation of Truth from the Father.

62. BA2IAEIA- TNnSlS KOI ZHH.

Kingdom : Knowledge and Life.

63. BA2IAEIA- 'O ENSflMATO^ AOFO2.

Kingdom : the Incarnate Word.

64. BA2IAEIA- 'TIOS AABIA- 2HTHP.

Kingdom : Son of David : Saviour.
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65. BA2IAEIA* 4>flNH IIATPO2.

Kingdom : Voice of the Father.

66. BASIAEIA- SflTHP HANTO2.

Kingdom : Saviour of All.

67. BA2IAEIA- AOrOS OTPANIO2- 'O ME2-ITH2.

Kingdom : Heavenly Word : the Mediator.

68. BA2IAEIA- ME22IA2 EOT- MEFA2 'IEPET2.

Kingdom : Messiah of God : High Priest.

69. BA2IAEIA- 'O 'IEPET2 KTPIOT 'O MEFAi.
Kingdom : the High Priest of the Lord.

70. BA2IAEIA- 'H MEFAAEIOTHS- TO nAHPOMA.
Kingdom : the Majesty : the Fullness.

71. BA2IAEIA- fO MEFAS AOFOS THS APXHS.

Kingdom : the Great Word of the Beginning.

72. BA2IAEIA- 'O AOrOS EOT- 'O MEn^TO^
0E02.

Kingdom : the Word of God : the Greatest God.

73. BA2JAEIA- 'O NAZflPAIOS- KTPIO2.

Kingdom : the Nazarene : Lord.

74. BA2IAEIA-
fTIOS MONOFENHS HAPA HA-

TPOS.

Kingdom : Only-begotten Son of the Father.

75. BASIAEIA- APXH TOT NOMOT.
Kingdom : Beginning of the Law.

76. BASIAEIA- AAH0H2 AOrOS- XPI2TO2.

Kingdom : True Word : Christ.*

* NOTE. All variants on 1480, the number of

can be introduced in this last combination as given under

77. 'H EAIII2- TEJXO2 I1TPOS,.

The Hope: Wall of Fire. (Both these are

Biblical Types of Christ and both are

multiples of the number 37 by Gematria.)
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78. 'H EAIII2- 'O 'TIO2 TH2 ArAIIHS EOT.
The Hope : the Son of God's Love.

79. 'H EAIII2- 'O NAZHPAIOS- 'O MESSIAH.
The Hope: the Nazarene: the Messiah.

80. 'H EAIII2- MONOFENH2 EK IIATPOS- ME-
2ITH2.

The Hope : Only-begotten of the Father :

Mediator.

81. 'H EAIIIS- AOFO2 EOT- KTPIO2 AAH0INOS.
The Hope : Word of God : True Lord.

82. 'H EAIII2-
rO AOFO2 'O ZHN- EOS EIPHNH2.

The Hope : the Living Word : God of Peace.

83. 'H EAIII2- KTPIO2 KATABAINHN.
The Hope : the Lord Descending.

84.
fH EAIII2- KTPIOS- KATABA2ION DTP.

The Hope : Lord : a Descending Fire.

85. 'H EATII2- XPI2TO2 EN 'TMIN.
The Hope : Christ in You.

86.
CH EAHIS- IH2OT2 ArAHHTOS EOT.

The Hope : Jesus the Beloved of God.

87. 'H EAHI2- 'H AIKAIOZTNH TOT EOT.
The Hope : the Righteousness of God.

88. 'H EATHS- 2O3>IA TOT EOT.
The Hope : Wisdom of God.

89. 'H EATII2- 'H 2HTHPIA EOT 'H AAHINH.
The Hope : the True Salvation of God.

90. 'H EAIIIS- TMESIS TH2 AAH6EIAS.
The Hope : Knowledge of Truth.

91. 'H EAIIIS-
fH MTSTIKH 2APE IHSOT.

The Hope : the Mystical Flesh o: Jesus.

92. 'H EAIII2- TO MANNA THS ZilH^.
The Hope : the Manna of Life.

93. 'H EAIIIS- ZHN KTPIOS AAH0INOS.
The Hope : Living True Lord.
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94. 'H EAIII2- ETArrEAION TOT IH2OT.
The Hope : the Gospel of Jesus.

95. 'H EAIII2- TNnSlS AAHH2- ME22IA2.
The Hope : True Knowledge : Messiah.

96. 'H EAIII2- ZflN MT2THPION.
The Hope : Living Mystery.

97. 'H EAiTis- ZHN Aoros- fo
The Hope : Living Word : the Bishop.

98. H EAIII2- IAA2MO2 EOT KTPIOT.
The Hope : Propitiation of the Lord God.

99. 'H EAI1I2- AOrOS AFAHHS- EIKnN EOT.
The Hope: Word of Love: Image of God.

100. 'H EAHIS- AOrOS ArAIIHS' EOS MONOS
EK MONOT.

The Hope : Word of Love : Only God of Only
God.

101. 'H KAHPONOMIA- HAHPHMA XAPAS.
The Inheritance (Type of Christ) : Fullness of

Joy-

102.
fH KAHPONOMIA- I2XTPA HAPAKAHSlS.
'H KAHPONOMIA- 'H I2XTPA OAPAMT0IA.

The Inheritance : Strong Consolation.

103. 'H KAHPONOMIA- DAPAMT8ION KO2MOT.
The Inheritance: Consolation of the World.

104. 'H KAHPONOMIA- 'O ME22IA2 EOT HATPOS.
The Inheritance: the Messiah of God the Father.

105. 'H KAHPONOMIA- 'O MEFAS KTPIO2 IIAPA-

The Inheritance: the Great Lord of Consolation.

106. 'H KAHPONOMIA- TPA TH2 BASIAEIAT
EOT. (or'HBASlAEIA- 'O EPXOMENO2.)

Gate of the Kingdom of God. The Kingdom.
He who is to come.
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107. 'H KAHPONOMIA- IIAN HNETMA TOT EOT.
The Inheritance : All-Spirit of God.

108. 'H KAHPONOMIA- XPUTO2 'H EIHSKOIIH.
The Inheritance : Christ the Visitation.

109. 'H KAHPONOMIA- 'TIOS XAPITO2.
The Inheritance: Son of Grace,

no. 'H KAHPONOMIA- A teal O- 'O MEFA2 TIA-

PAKAHTO2.
The Inheritance: First and Last: the great

Comforter,

in.
fH KAHPONOMIA- ATNAMI2 TH2 AAH^EIAS

EOT.
The Inheritance : Power of the Truth of God.

112. 'H TENESIS- TO 'PHMA KTPIOT ENEPFE2.
The Beginning : the Active Word of God.

113. 'H TENE2I2- AOFO2 IIATPO2- ME2ITH2.
The Beginning: Word of the Father : Mediator.

114. 'H TENE2I2- ZHN KTPIOS EI^AEI.
The Beginning: the Ever-Living Lord.

115. 'H EfllSKOHH- 2HTHPION ISPAHA.
The Visitation : Salvation of Israel.

116. 'H EIH2KOIIH- 'H HAPA@HKH KATA XPI^TON.
The Bishop's Office : the

"
Deposit

"
according

to Christ.

117. 'H EIH2KOIIH- EIKflN TH^ EKKAHSIAX.
The Bishop's Office : Figure of the Church.

118. 'H EIH2KOIIH- TO BIBAION TOT AOFOT.

(TO pf)[ia Kvpiov evepyes.)

The Bishop's Office : The Volume of the Word.

119. 'H 6TPA- CO PONO2 XAPITOS.
The Gate: the Throne of Grace. (Types of

Christ.)

120. 'H TPA- 'O AOFO2 IIATPO2- MESSIAH.
The Gate : Word of the Father : Messiah.
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121 'H TPA- 'H EnirNnsis EOT.
The Gate : the Full Knowledge of God.

122. 'H TPA- 'IEPOTSAAHM EIIOTPANIO2.
The Gate : The Heavenly Jerusalem.

123. 'H TPA- BA2IAET2 TH2 EKKAH2IA2.
The Gate : King of the Church.

124. 'H TPA- EMEAIO2 TH2 AIKAIO2TNH2.
The Gate : Foundation of Righteousness.

125. 'H TPA- rO TEHMETPHS 'O MEFA2.
The Gate : the Great Geometer.

126. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA- ZflN AOrOS TEAEIO2.
The Word in Idea (see Definition by Athenagoras

of the Second Person of the Trinity) : Liv-

ing perfect Word.

127. 'O AOFO2 EN IAEA-
CO AOFOS I1ATPO2-

ME22IA2.
The Word in Idea : The Word of the Father :

Messiah.

128. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA- APXH AIONIOS.
The Word in Idea : Eternal Beginning.

129. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA- 'O TEflMETPHS 'O MEFAS.
The Word in Idea : the Great Geometer.

130. 'O AOroS EN IAEA- 'O AOPATOS KTISTH2.
The Word in Idea : the Unseen Creator.

131. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA-
CO MEFA2 nPOIIATflP.

The Word in Idea : the Great Forefather.

132. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA-
rH <S>flNH EOT.

The Word in Idea : the Voice of God.

133. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA- 'H EniFNnSIS EOT.
The Word in Idea : the Full Knowledge of God.

134. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA- ONOMA SfiTHPlAS.
The Word in Idea : Name of Salvation.

135. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA. XPI2TO2 AEI-EOS.
The Word in Idea : Christ, God for ever.
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136. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA. KTPIO2 EK NEKPHIs

The Word ia laea: Lord from the Dead (Life

giving).

137. 'O AOIX)2 EN IAEA- 'H 'HMEPA KTP1O1
IH2OT.

The Word in Idea : the Day of the Lord Jesus.

138. 'O AOFO2 EN IAEA- 'H 'TIIO2TA2I2 EIPHNH2.
The Word in Idea : the Foundation of Peace.

139. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA- BA2IAEIA HATPOS*
MIKPOKO2MO2.

The Word in Idea: Kingdom of the Father:

Microcosmos.

140. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA. 'H MOP4>H fcEOT
rH

OTPANIA.
The Word in Idea: the Heavenly Image of God.

141. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA- 'H rNflSlS EOT fH
MEFAAH.

The Word in Idea : the Great Gnosis of God.

14^. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA- MONOFENHS AOFOS

The Word in Idea: Only-begotten Word of

Wisdom.

143. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA- TA AESIA TOT PONOT.
The Word in Idea: the Right Hand of the

Throne.

144. 'O AOFOS EN IAEA- BA2IAEIA EIPHNHS- 'O

EPXOMENOS.
The Word in Idea: Kingdom of Peace: Who

Is to Come.

145. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA- IINETMA AAH0EIA2'
4>EPOMENH HNOH BIAIA.

The Word in Idea : Spirit of Truth : a Rushing

Mighty Wind.
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146. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA- 'O AOFOS EN ENEPFEIA-
Aoros KOSMOT.

The Word in Idea : the Word in Action : Uni-

versal Word.

147. 'O AOrOS EN IAEA- TO IINETMA AAH0EJA2-
BA2IAEIA EIPHNHS.

The Word in Idea : the Spirit of Truth : King-
dom of Peace.

148. AIAKPI2I2- MEFA 4>n2 AAH0EJA2.
Discernment : Great Light of Truth.

149. AIAKPISIS- 'O rNHMON.
Discernment: the Knower.

150. AIAKPUI2- IINETMATIKO2 AOFOS AAH-
0EIA2.

Discernment : Spiritual Word of Truth.

151. AIAKPI2I2- AOrOS AAH6EIA2- MONOFENHS
'TI02.

Discernment : Word of Truth : Only-begotten
Son.

152. AIAKPI2I2- 'H HNETMATIKH AIAAXH AAH-
EIA2.

Discernment : the Spiritual Teaching of Truth.

153. AIAKPISI2- 2OMA TH2 AAH0EIA2.
Discernment : the Body of Truth.

154. AIAKPI2I2- 'H ZTMH- MEFAAH TNflSlS (or

Discernment : the Leaven : the Great Gnosis.

155. 'H EKKAHSIA 'H IIA2A- O1KOAOMH KTPIOT
0EOT.

The Whole Church: a Building of the Lord

God.

156. 'H EKKAHSIA 'H IIA2A- AIIOKAATPI2 AAH-
BEIA2-

The Whole Church : the Revelation of Truth.
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157. 'H EKKAH2IA 'H ITA2A- 'H NIKH XPISTOT.
The Whole Church : the Victory of Christ.

158.
CH EKKAH2IA 'H IIA2A- NIKH IH2OT KTPIOT.

The Whole Church: the Victory of the Lord

Jesus.

159. 'H EKKAHSIA fH IIA2A- 'H KOPH TOT KO-
2MOT.

The Whole Church : the Virgin of the World.

160. 'H EKKAHSIA 'H RASA- 'H 'OMOIOTH2 KT-

PIOT.

The Whole Church : the Likeness of the Lord.

161. 'H EKKAHSIA 'H HA2A- 'H SflTHPIA I2PAHA.
The Whole Church : the Salvation of Israel.

162. 'H EKKAHSIA 'H HASA- 'O KAPROS EOT
IIATPOS.

The Whole Church : the Fruit of God the

Father.

163. 'H EKKAH2IA 'H FIA2A- TO AAH0INON MT-
STHPION.

The Whole Church : the True Mystery.

164.
rH EKKAHSIA 'H RASA- 'H OIKOAOMH EN

OTPANQ.
The Whole Church : the Mansion in Heaven.

165. 'H EKKAHSIA 'H IIA2A- TO 'PHMA TH2 KAI-

NHS /^IAHKHS.
The Whole Church: the Word of the New

Testament.

166. 'H EKKAHSIA 'H HA2A- HOTAMOS ZnHS.
The Whole Church: the River of Life (Rev

xxii. i).

167. 'H EKKAH2IA 'H ITA2A- 'O DETPOS 'EHA-
HAETPOS.

The Whole Church : the Metacubic Stone,
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168. 'H EKKAHSIA 'H HASA- TO BAFITISMA TH2
AAH0EIA2.

The Whole Church : the Baptism of Truth.

'H eicK\r}a-ia f/
Tracra has the number 592 which is that

of eor/79 Deity, 'Ayiorr)? Sanctification, and 'Aya&m/s
Goodness. We can therefore take one or other of

these and substitute it for / KK\rjaia 17 iraaa in the

Gematria.

169. eEOTHS- IIATHP- 'TIO2- KAI IINETMA.
Godhead : Father, Son, and Spirit.

170. 0EOTHS- 'O 0EOS- 'H MHTHP- 'O IH2OTS.
Godhead : God : the Mother (? Spirit) and Jesus

171. 0EOTH2- 'O MESSIAH EK NEKPHN.
Godhead : the Messiah from the Dead.

I7ia. EOTH2- fH SflTHPIA I2PAHA.
Godhead : the Salvation of Israel.

172. 0EOTH2- KTPIOS 2ABBATOT.
Godhead : Lord of the Sabbath.

173. EOTH2- 'HAIOS EIKHN AOFOT.
Godhead : Sun : Image of the Word.

174. 0EOTH2- 'AFIASMOT XOPHFOS.
Godhead : Minister of Sanctification (from Creed

of Gregory).

175. 0EOTHS- 'O EHlSKOnOS 'O OTPANI02.
Godhead : the Celestial Overseer.

176. EOTH2- 'O ASAAETTOS PONOS.
Godhead: the Unshaken Throne.

177. EOTH2- 'H APXH- HATPOTHS.
Godhead: the Beginning: Fatherhood, (ist

Person.)

178. 'AFIOTHS- 'H APXH- ITAHPflMA.

Holiness: the Beginning: Fullness. (2nd Per-

son.)
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179. ArA@OTH2- 'H APXH- MEFA2 HAPAKAHTOS
Goodness : the Beginning : Great Comforter

(3rd Person.)

NOTE. These three, Trarpor^' TrX^pw/ta* /ueya9 Tra/oa-

K\r,To<;, all having the same number in Gematria, viz.

1059, are so given iQ the Pistis Sophia as the Three Per-

sons co-equal and co-eternal, by whose aid Our Lord

descends to earth.

f) /ceXewo-t? rov A' fivffTijpiov. 3177 = 3 X 1059.

Xpto"ro9 o Aoyo? TOV 0ov. See Preliminary

Investigation, p. 80.

180. EOTHS- TIPOHfOTMENOS 'TIO2.

Godhead : Foremost-leading Son.

181. 0EOTHS- 'H XAPIS- AOFOS 0EOT.
Godhead: Grace: Word of God.

182. 'APIOTH2- MEAXISEAEK- AOFOS 6EOT.
Holiness : Melchisedec : Word of God.

183. 'H EOTHS IH2OT- TO 'APION HNETMA.
The Divinity of Jesus : the Holy Spirit.

184. AAH0HS AOFO2- 'T1O2- MEFAS nAPAKAH-
TOS.

True Word (Origen) : Son : Great Comforter.

185. AAHBHS AOrOS- 'O KTPIOS BOH0O2 MOT.
True Word: "The Lord (is) my Helper"

(Psalms).

186. AAHOH2 AOFOS- 'O BOH6O2 CO MTSTIKOS.
True Word : the Mystic Helper.

x87. AAH6H2 AOFOS- TEKTfiN AAH6EIA2.
True Word : Builder of Truth.

188. AOFOS AFAnHS- (or 'O AITEAO2 BEOS')
AAH6INOS 'TIOS- EMMANOTHA.

Word of Love (The Messenger God) : True
Son : Emmanuel.
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189. AOFOS AFAFIH2- 'TIOS EOT- TO EUA.T-

FEAMA.
Word of Love: Son of God: the Promise.

190. AOFOS AFAnHS- 'O MONOFENHS AOFOS-
MES1THS.

Word of Love : the Only-begotten Son : Me-

diator.

191. AOrOS AFAI1HS- 'H NOHTIKH AAH8EIA-
'TIOS 0EOT.

Word of Love: Intellectual Truth: Son of God.

192. AOFOS A FAITHS- NOHSIS- 'TIOS EOT.
Word of Love : Thought : Son of God.

193. AOFOS AFAIIHS- 'H KAAONOHSIA- 'O 'TIOS
EOT.

Word of Love : Right Perception : the Son of

God.

194. AOFOS AFAIIH2- MA0H2I2- 'O 'TIO2 EOT.
Word of Love : Teaching : the Son of God.

195. AOFO2 AFARHS- 'H 'OAO2 AAH0INH- 'O

'TIOS EOT.

Word of Love : the True Way : Son of God.

196. AOFOS AFAI1HS- AOFOS TOT 0EOT EN
IAEA.

Word of Love: Word of God in Idea.

197. AOFOS AFAIIHS-
CO AAH61NOS TOT 0EOT.

Word of Love : the True One of God.

198. AOFOS AFAHHS- NOTS EK EOT- Eni-

SKOHH.
Word of Love: Mind from God: Overseership.

199. AOFOS AFAHHS- EIPHNIKOS NOTS EK EOT.
Word of Love : Peaceable Mind from God.

200. AOFOS AFAHHS- EIPHNH TOT IIATPO2.

Word of Love : Peace of the Father.
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201. AOrOS AFAHHS- 'H BA2IAEIA KATA PNftSIN.

Word of Love : the Kingdom according to the

Gnosis.

202. Aoros AFAnHS- EniSKonos THS BASI-

AEIA2.
Word of Love : Overseer of the Kingdom.

203. AOrOS AFAIIH2- ZHH EI2 TO AIHNEKE2.
Word of Love: Eternal Life.

204. AOrOS AFAIIH2- A Kal ft- 'O KTPIO2. (or A
real ft- 'H IIAPOTSIA).

Word of Love: First and Last: the Lord (or,

the Advent).

205. Aoros ArAiiHS- KTPIOS XAPAS.
Word of Love : Lord of Joy.

206. 'O 'AFIOS I2PAHA- A KCU ft- 'O MESITHS.
The Holy One of Israel : First and Last : the

Mediator.

207. 'O 'AFIOS I2PAHA- AA<S>A- HMEFA- 0EO2.
The Holy One of Israel : First : Last : God.

208. 'O 'AHOS I2PAHA- NOMOS 0EOT EATPOS.
The Holy One of Israel: Law of God the

Father.

209. 'O 'AHOS ISPAHA- 'O 'TIO2 EOT- 'O AMNO1
The Holy One of Israel : the Son of God : the

Lamb.

210. 'O 'AFIOS ISPAHA- 'H EKAOFH TOT DATPOS.
The Holy One of Israel: the Elect of the

Father.

211. 'O 'AriOS I2PAHA- 'H EIKHN THS AAH0EIA2.
The Holy One of Israel : the Image of Truth.

212. 'O 'AFIOS ISPAHA- 'H AAH0EIA- IlPOfcOPI-

KO2 AOrOS.
The Holy One of Israel : the Truth : the Word

Uttered.
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213. 'O 'AriOS I2PAHA- KTPIO2 EIPHNH2 EOT
(etptjvrj HeoO Kvptev).

The Holy One of Israel: Lord of the Peace

of God.

214. 'O 'AriOX I2PAHA- XAPI2- 'H EEOTSlA.
The Holy one of Israel : Grace : the Power.

215. 'O 'AFIOS I2PAHA- XAPI2- AOFO2 E1PHNH2.
The Holy One of Israel: Grace: Word of

Peace.

216. 'O 'AFIOS I2PAHA- 'O ME2SIA2- 'O MONO-

The Holy One of Israel: the Messiah: Only
begotten Word.

217. 'O 'AHOS I2PAHA- EEOT21A- MEAXISEABK
(or MeX^tafSe/c ayV6a\6yr)TO<;) .

The Holy One of Israel : Authority : Melchise-

dec.

218. 'O 'AFIOS ISPAHA- EEfl KTP1OS.
The Holy One of Israel : Transcendent Lord.

219. 'O 'AFIO2 TOT I2PAHA- 'O AMHN- 'O MB2-
SIAS.

1 The Holy One of Israel : the Amen : the

Messiah.

220. 'O 'AFIOS TOT I2PAHA- 'O 'TIO2 ABPAAM.
The Holy One of Israel : the Son of Abraham.

(NOTE. For 'O "A7405 'I<rpaij\ may be substituted

'O eo<? 'lo-pctT/X or 609 Aaia'S, and r/ Seovcria the

Divine Essence a patristic word. All are by Gematria

73 (37 X T 9) the number of Xavaav.

221. 'AFIASMA EOT- TO 'AHASMA TH2 EK-

KAHSIAS.

Sanctuary of God : the Sanctuary of the

Church.
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222. 'AFTASMA EOT- KE^AAH
Sanctuary of God : Head of the Corner.

223. 'AHASMA 6EOT- 2ABBATON TH2 EKKAH

Consecration of God : Sabbath of the Church.

224. 'AHASMA EOT- 'O EBArHNOS AIO2.
Sanctuary of God : the Hexagonal Stone (Meta-

cube).

225. 'AHASMA EOT- I1ETPO2- 'O KA6OA1KOS
Aoros.

Sanctuary of God : Peter : the Word Universal.

226. 'AfJ ASMA EOT- AIAAXH AnOXTOAflN.

Sanctuary of God : Teaching of the Apostles.

227. 'AHA2MA EOT- IIAHPHMA- 'O 8PONO2.

Sanctuary of God : Fullness : the Throne.

228. 'O Em IIA2I EO- ATTOAOFOS EOT.

The God over All : Very Word of God (Origen).

229. 'O Em IIA2I 0EO2- HATPOTHS- fO PONOS.
The God over All : Fatherhood : the Throne.

230. 'O EIII IIA2I EOX- 'O MT2TIKO2 'HAIOS.
The God over All : the Mystic Sun.

231. 'H I1PO@ESIS 'H MEFAAH (cp. Rom. viii. 28)-

'H AIABHKH THS ZHH2.
The Great Purpose : the Covenant of Life.

232. 2TATPO2 (or 77 yvSxw}- 'O ENAIAETOS AO-
ros.

The Cross (or The Gnosis): the Word con-

ceived.

233. 2TATPO2- MEFAS BA2IAETS (or /i 7a? irapa-

The Cross: Greet King (or 'Marshal' term

used of the Gnostic Melchisedec).

234. 'OI KAHTOI BA2IAEIA- HAS AN0PnriO2.
The Called to the Kingdom : All Humanity.
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235. 'OI KAHTOI BA2IAEIA- AOFOS EOT TIPO-

APOMOX.
The Called to the Kingdom : the Word of God

the Forerunner.

236. 'HAIOX BAXIAEIA2- ZflN I1POAPOMO2.
Sun of the Kingdom : Living Forerunntr.

237.
fHAIO2 BA2IAEIA2- AITEAO2 EK TOT QBOT.

Son of the Kingdom : Angel from God.

238.
CO ENEPFHS AOrOS- MONO2 AOfOS IIA-

TPO2.
The '

powerful
' Word : the only Word of the

Father.

239. 'O ENEPFHS AOrOS- AOFOS EIPHNHS KO-
2MOT (Ao7o? eiprjvw Kvpios).

The Powerful Word : Word of Universal Peace.

240. 'O ENEPFHS AOrOS- IH2OTS- Aoyo? AyaTrr)^

AOrOS AAH6INO2- AO-
TOS KAeOAIKOX.

The Powerful Word: Jesus: Word of Love.

True Word : Universal

Word.

241. 'O ENEPFHS AOrOS- 'O ArFEAOS EK IINBT-
MATO2 KTPIOT.

The Powerful Word : the Messenger of the

Spirit of the Lord.

242. 'O ENEPFH2 AOrOS- 6EOTH2 0EOTHTOS.
The Powerful Word : Godhead of Godhead.

243. 'O ENEPFHS AOrOS- MESS1A2 'HMflN.

The Powerful Word : Our Messiah.

244. 'O ENEPFHS AOFO2- 'O AOFOS KAI TO
'AFION IINETMA.

The Powerful Word : the Word and the Holy

Spirit.
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245. 'O ENEPPH2 AOPO2- KA@OAIKOS AOPO2
IIATPO2.

The Powerful Word : the Universal Word of

the Father.

246. 'O ENEPPH2 AOPO2- 'O 'TIGS' 'O HPO-
APOMOS.

The Powerful Word : the Son : the Forerunner.

247. 'O ENEPPH2 AOPO2- MONOPENH2 'TIO2

AAH0INO2.
The Powerful Word: the True Only-begotten

Son.

248.
fO ENEPPH2 AOPO2- ANA2TA2I2 2APKO2.

The Powerful Word: the Resurrection of the

Flesh.

249.
fO ENEPPH2 AOPO2- A0ANASIA HANTHN.

The Powerful Word : Immortality of All.

250.
fO ENEPFH2 AOPOS- 'H AK1NIA HPO@ESa.

The Powerful Word : the Eternal Purpose.

251. 'O ENEPPH2 AOPO2- SHMEION EK HNET-
MATO2.

The Powerful Word : Sign from the Spirit.

252. TO TI *HN EINAI- 6EOTH2 OEOTHTOS.
(Aristotelian phrase, whose meaning is not

fully understood.)

The Essential Nature : God of God.

253. TO TI *HN EINAI- MONO2 AOFO2 IIATPO2.

The Essential Nature : Only Word of God.

254. mrA- MONOS Aoros HATPOS ci^a = 'E7<w,

and seems to connect with the Eastern doc-

trine of
'

Yoga
'

the Science of the Self).

255. 'O AOFO2 ENEPrHS- TA XAPI2MATA.
The Powerful Word : the Spiritual Gifts.

256. EI2 EOS AIKAIO2- EOTHS EOTHTOS.
The One Righteous God : God of God.
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257. EIS EOS AIKAIO2- KTPIO2
The One Righteous God : the Greatest Lord.

258. 'H 0EIA 2O4>IA' 2HMEION EK IINETMATO2.

259. 'H EIA 2O4>IA- 'H IIA2A TEHMETPIA (KH-
3>A2- 'O IIETPO2).

The Divine Wisdom : the All-Geometry =

(Cephas: Peter).

260. 'H EIA 204>IA- 'AAAS KTBOMOPTON.
The Divine Wisdom : the Salt-Cube.

261. 'H 0EIA 2O<DIA- KOSMOS- 'H KTBIKH
HETPA.

262. 'TIIAPEI2- ATNAMIS KAI SO^IA.
Substance: Power and Wisdom. (Types of

Christ, N.T.)

263. 'TIIAPEI2- HAS AOF02- fO EOS EK EOT.
Substance : All-Word : God of God (or,

" Re-

ality," etc.).

264. 'TIIAPEI2' 'O ATNA2TH2 EOS.
Real Possession or Substance: the Divine Po-

tentate.

265. 'TIIAPEI2- EOTHS MES2IOT.
Substance : Godhead of the Messiah.

266. 'TIIAPEI2- HAS AOrOS 'O KOSMOFONOS.
Substance : All-Word creative of the Universe.

267. 'TIIAPEI2- AOrOS AAHEIAS- 'O HAPA-
KAHTO2.

Substance : Word of Truth : the Comforter.

268. 'TIIAPEI2-
fH AIAHKH KATA TON AOFON

EOT.
Substance (or Possession) : the Covenant ac-

cording to the Word of God.

269. 'PHMA KTPIOT- 'O AOFOS EK IIATPO2.

Word of the Lord : the Word from the Father.
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270. 'PHMA KTPIOT- TO HMEFA.
Word of the Lord : the Last.

271. 'TIIAPEI2- 'H MEFAAH IIAPAKAH2I2 TH2
AAH0EIA2-

Substance : the Great Consolation of Truth.

272. HAP0EN02 AOFO2- MEFAAH ATNAMI2 IH-

20T.

Virgin Word : Great Power of Jesus.

273. IIAPQENOS AOFO2- BA2IAET2 A0ANATO2.
Virgin Word : Immortal King.

274. HAP0ENOS AOrOS- 'H ANA^TASIS- 'H EF-

KAINI2IS.

Virgin Word : The Resurrection : The Renewal.

275. IIAPOENOS AOrOS- PONOS SO^IAS.

Virgin Word : Throne of Wisdom.

276. HAPeENOS AOrOS- ANAKTISIS IH2OT.

Virgin Word : New Creation of Jesus.

277. 'H AAH0INH MA@H2I2- AHOKAAT^IS AAH-
0EIAS.

The True Teaching : Revelation of Truth.

278.
fH AAH0INH MA0H2I2- TO BAHTI^MA THS

AAH0EIAS.
The True Teaching : the Baptism of Truth.

279. 'H AAHOINH MA0H2I2' AAH0O2TNH KT-
PIOT.

The True Teaching : Truth of the Lord.

280. 'H AAHOINH MA6H2I2- TO AAH0INON MT-
2THPION.

The True Teaching : the True Mystery.

281. 'H AAH0INH MAOH2I2- fH SHTHPIA I^PAHA.
The True Teaching : the Salvation of Israel.

282. 'H AAH0INH MA0H2I2- 'H NIKH XPISTOT.
The True Teaching : the Victory of Christ.
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283. 'H AAH0INH MAH2I2- HATHP- 'TIO2 ical

HNETMA.
The True Teaching: Father, Son, and Holy

Ghost.

284. IINETMA- MEPAAH ATNAMI2 KTPIOT.

Spirit : Great Power of the Lord.

285. HAP6ENOS + ME22IA2- 'H ATNAMU EOT.

Virgin + Messiah : the Power of God.

286. EKIIOPET2I2- ATNAM12 AOFOT.
" Procession

"
: Power of the Word.

287. TO ETON IINETMA- ATNAMI2 AOPOT.
The Holy Ghost : Power of the Word.

288. IINOH IINETMATO2- 'H NTM4>H.
Breath of the Spirit : the Bride.

289. IINOH HNETMATO2- 'H KOPH KO2MOT.
Breath of the Spirit : Virgin of the World.

290. 2APH KAI 'AIMA- 'H EOI^ANEIA TOT 0EOT.
Flesh and Blood : the Manifestation of God.

291. TEAEIA ArAIIH- 'H EIMANEIA TOT EOT.

Perfect Love : the Manifestation of God.

292. E2XATO2 AAAM- TO IINETMA.
The Last Adam: the Spirit (i Cor. xv.).

293. IINETMA ZflOIIOIOTN- 'H nAPA@HKH.
A Quickening Spirit : the Deposit.

294. AOFO2 HNETMATOS- fO TEAEIOS ANHP.

Logos of the Spirit : the Perfect Man.

295. 'H 0EIA ATNAMI2 fAFIOT HNETMATOS.
The Divine Power of the Holy Spirit.

296.
fO E2XATO2 AAAM- 0EOTH2- EOS.

The Last Adam : Godhead : God.

Following this list we present a series having reference

to the Church and the Heavenly City as symbolised in
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the perfect symmetry of the Cube. With this are con-

nected the names Peter and Cephas.

297. SlflN OPO2- AOMO2 6EOT.
Mount Sion : Abode of God.

298. SIHN OTPANIO2- 'H KAHPONOMIA.
Heavenly Sion : the Inheritance.

299. HOAI2 SKIN- EKKAHSIA Fill KH3>A.

City of Sion : Church on Cephas.

300. 'H OIKOAOMIA EN XPISTH.
The Building in Christ.

301. 'O AI@O2 AKPOmNIAIOS- EMMANOTHA.
The Corner-Stone : Emmanuel.

302. 'H IIOAI2 XPT2OT2.
The Golden City.

(Note that SaX^/i. % %pv<rov<; = 2257 = 37 x 61.)

303. 'O KTBO2-
fH EKKAH^IA- 'H HNETMATIKH

IIOAI2.

The Cube : the Church : the Spiritual City.

304. 'O KTBO2- 'H MOP^H 'TIOT.

The Cube : the Form of the Son.

305. 'H KTBIKH EKKAH2IA- 'H MOPOH 'TIOT.

The Cubic Church : the Form of the Son.

306. 'H O0ONH MEFAAH KTBIKH- 'H MOP<E>H

'TIOT.

The Cubic "Great Sheet": the Form of the

Son.

307. KTB02- H2ATPO2 IH2OT.
A Cube : Treasury of Jesus.

308. 'H KTBIKH MOP3>H EKKAH2IA2 IHSOT.
The Cubic Form of the Church of Jesus.

309. 'H IIETPA 'H KTBIKH- EIKON NAOT.
The Cubic Rock : Image of the Temple.
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310. MEFE0H KTBOT- EIKUN NAOT.
Dimensions of the Cube : Image of the Temple.

311. TPIA MErEH- EIKflN TH2 EKKAH2IA2.
Three Dimensions : Image of the Church.

312. 'H HETPA 'H KTBIKH- 'H ZO2A IIOAI2.
The Cubic Stone : the Living City.

313- IHVH-ShLVM (Jehovah-Shalom) )

= OPA2I2 EIPHNH2 (Vision of Peace) I

EIKHN NAOT (Image of the Temple) . 1406

2368

314. TPIA2 TEAEIA (962)- EIKflN NAOT.
Perfect Trinity : Image of the Temple.

315. TPIA MErE@H- MOPOH TPIAAO2 EOT.
Three Dimensions : Form of the Trinity of God.

(481 + 1887)

316. TO METAKTBON- 'AHA TPIA2 EOT.
The Metacube : Holy Trinity of God.

(NOTE. TO ea-OTTTpov TT)? rptaSo? the Mirror of the

Trinity= 2438 = 'I^o-oO? o Xpio-ro?. There is an obvious

symbolism of the Trinity in the three co-equal dimensions

of the Cube f/

A\5 #14809 o-eoTj;/3
= 2331 = 37 X 63 = Upo-

a-wrra Kuptou.)

317. 'H TPIHAOH TOT KTBOT.
The Triplicity of the Cube.

318. KTBIKA HPOSflHA EOT.
Cubic Faces of God.

319. IIPO20IIA KTPIOT \'.

Thirty-seven faces of the Lord (as in the Meta-

cube).

320. TEMATPIA AI0OT 'EgAmNOT.
Gematria (or Geometry) of the Six-sided Stone,

(or,
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321. AAH0EIA- 'O NOMOS THS 2TMMETPIA2.
Truth : the Law of Symmetry.

322. 'AA2 KTBO2 TEAEIO2- 'O HETPO2.
Perfect Salt-Cube: the Stone (Peter).

(The geometrical teaching attributed to St. Peter in

the xviith Clementine Homily seems confirmatory of some
such symbolism.)

323. KTBO2 "AAO2- TEAEIO2 HETPO2.
Salt-Cube : Perfect Stone.

324. 'PHMA KAAON TEflMETPIAS EOT.
Perfect Word of the Geometry of God.

325. ftMErA- AIAAXH KTBOT.
The Last : Teaching of the Cube.

(NOTE. The Cube is always the "Omega" in the

gnostic Geometry.)

326. 'O HETPO2 'O AI0OTPrO2- 'H MEFAAH
IIETPA (a/epoTroTU?).

Peter the Stonemason : the Great Rock.

327. KH3>A2 'O HETPO2- 'O ENEPFHS AOim.
Cephas the Rock : the Powerful Word.

328. KH3>A2 'H HETPA 'H KTBIKH- fO AOFOS
EN ENEPFEIA.

Cephas the Cubic Rock : the Word in Action.

329. 'H KAAH IIOAI2 EOT ZHNTO2.
The Beautiful City of the Living God.

330. 'O KTBIKOS IIETPO2- 'O AAH0INO2 AOPOS.
The Cubic Stone : The True Logos.

331. KTBIKO2 IIETPO2- AIAAXH AAH0EIAS.
Cubic Stone : Teaching of Truth.

332. 'H @EIA 2O<I>IA- EHIO>ANEIA KTBOT.
The Divine Wisdom: Superficies of the Cube.

(For 7ri<f>dveia tcvfiov we may read oTrracrla icvfiov

compare also Nos. 259 261.)
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333. 'O KTBIKO2 IIETP02 KTPIAKOS.
The Cubic Stone of the Lord.

334. IIETPO2- TO KTBIKON KTPIAKON.
Peter : the Cubic Church.

335. KH<I>AS- TEAEIO2 IIETPO2 AAH0EIAS.
Cephas : Perfect Stone of Truth.

336. TEAEIO2 IIETPO2 AIKAIOTHTOS.
Perfect Stone of Rightness.

337. TEAEIO2 AOrOS- TEAEIO2 HETPOS.
Perfect Word : Perfect Stone.

338. 'O IIETPO2-
fO KTBO2- 'H AIKAIOSTNH.

Peter: the Cube: the Righteousness (orWisdom).

339. OTPANIA BA2IAEIA- KTBIKOS HETPOS (or,

ovpavos) .

Heavenly Kingdom : Cubic Stone.

340. KTBOS KH3>A- 'O KE4>AAITHS (sc. X^os).

Cube of Cephas : the Headstone.

341. TEAEIO2 AIOO2- 'O OIKO2 EHI THN HETPAN.
Perfect Stone : the House upon the Rock.

342. TEAEIO2 AI6O2- TO IIAHPftMA.

Perfect Stone : the Fulness.

343. TEAEIOS AI0OS- 'H EKKAHSIA EHI HETPAN
KEIMENH.

Perfect Stone : the Church set on a Rock.

(NOTE. In St. Matt. v. 14 we have "7ro\ts eVai/o>

opovs fceifjievrj

" " a city set on a hill ", and eiravm opovs

= 1776 =2 x 888.)

344. "AA2 SflTHP- KH<I>AS.

Preserving Salt (Saviour) : Cephas.

(NOTE. Hesychius gives o TO> aXo? %oj>8/30? as an

interpretation of
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345. TPIAS TEAEIA- BAIITlSMA THS AAHEIAS.
Perfect Trinity: Baptism of Truth. (See Ge-

matria of the " Three Logoi
"

in the

Baptism of Jesus by John.)

346. MA@HSIS EKKAHSIAS- 'O IITArOPIKOS
Aoros.

Teaching of the Church : the Formula of

Pythagoras.

NOTE. The number 962, which is the basis of the

first part of the above sentences, is one of those numbers

which point most clearly to a knowledge of the geometry
of the transcendental world on the part of the ancient
" illuminati ". It is the sum of the fourth powers of the

numbers 3, 4, and 5, and there is a great deal more to be

said where the metacube is concerned, as its Gematria is

very significant. 1406, the complement, is also a meta-

cubic number of 19 x 74.

347.
fO AMHN- EOS EK 0EOT (962)-

fO 'TIOS-

MESSIAS.
The Amen : God of God : the Son : Messiah.

348. 'O AMHN- EOS EK EOT- AAH0INON MT-
STHPION.

The Amen : God of God : True Mystery.

349. 'EIS EOS 'O MONOS- 'EIS EO2 'O KTPIOS.
One God, the Only One : One God, the Lord.

350. 'EI2 EO2 fO MONO2- EOS MONO2 EK
MONOT.

One God, the Only One : only God from only
God.

351.
f

EI2 EOS 'O MONO2- rO EOS ZHHS.
One God, the Only One : the God of Life.

332. 'EIS EOS 'O MONOS- 'H MONAS KTPIOT.
One God, the Only One : the Unity (Monad) of

the Lord.
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353. 'EIS EOS '0 MON02- 'O IIATHP- IIAPA-
KAHTOS (Trarrjp vlov).

One God, the Only One : the Father : Paraclete.

354. 'EI2 EOS 'O MON02- KTPIO2-
fO PONO2.

One God, the Only One : Lord : the Throne.

355. 'EI2 EO2 'O MONO2- 'O AAH0H2 AOPO2-
EOS EHI HASI.

One God, the Only One : the True Word : God
over All.

356. 'EI2 EOS rO MONO2- 'TIIAPEU- 'O AOFOS
EN IAEA.

One God, the Only One : Substance : the Word
in Idea.

357.
fO MEFA2 'TIO2- EIKHN EOT.

The Great Son : Image of God.

358. 'IEPETS 2AAHM- EIKHN EOT.
Priest of Salem : Image of God.

359. 'IEPET2 2AAHM- 'O EHI-IEPETS EOT.
Priest of Salem : High-Priest of God.

360. 'IEPET2 2AAHM- 'TIO2 KAI KAHPONOMO2.
Priest of Salem : Son and Heir.

361. 1EPET2 2AAHM- 'AFION EOT IIATPO2.

CIEPON 'AnoN KTPIOT.)
Priest of Salem : Sanctuary of God the Father.

362. ETAITEAION BA2IAEIA2- 'H ZI1H EK EOT.

Gospel of the Kingdom : the Life from God.

363. ETAITEAION BA2IAEIA2- 'O AOFOS THS
EIPHNH2.

Gospel of the Kingdom : the Word of the Peace.

364. ETAITEAION BA2IAEIA2- EOTH2 EK HAP-
ENOT.

Gospel of the Kingdom : Deity from a Virgin.
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365. ETATTEAION BASIAEIAS- IHSOTS SAFE KAI
'AIMA.

Gospel of the Kingdom : Jesus, Flesh and Blood.

366. ETAITEAION BASIAEIAS- 'OI SHZOMENOI.
Gospel of the Kingdom : the Saved.

367. BPE3>OS ANHP- IHSOTS SAPE KAI 'AIMA.
A Man-Child : Jesus, Flesh and Blood.

368. BPE3>OS ANHP- AAH@ftS EOS.
A Man-Child : God Indeed.

369. BPETOS ANHP- AIA0HKH AAHEIAS KT-
PIOT.

A Man-Child : Covenant of the Lord's Truth.

370. BPEOOS ANHP- OIKOS EOTHTOS.
A Man-Child : Temple of the Godhead.

371. 'H HA2A ESOTSIA- 'H AAHOEIA EK EOT
IIATPO2.

The Full Authority: the Truth from God the

Father.

372. 'H HASA EEOT2IA-
rO AOFOS THS EIPHNH^.

The Full Authority : the Word of Peace.

373.
fO EOS TH2 TH2- 'O MESSIAH- 'O PONO2.

The God of the Earth (Gen. xxiv. 3) : the Mes-

siah : the Throne.

374. 'O EOS TH2 TH2- EOS AKATAAHHTOS.
The God of the Earth : God Incomprehensible.

375. 'O EOS THS THS- AA3>A- MESlTHS.
The God of the Earth : First : Mediator.

376.
fO MEFAS AOrOS EIPHNHS-

fO APXHrETHS.
The Great Word of Peace : the First Leader.

377. 'O MEFAS AOrOS EIPHNHS- AOPOS AAH-
EIA2- 'H HAPAKAHSIS.

The Great Word of Peace: Word of Truth:

the Comfort.
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378. 'O EOS THS THS- IINETMA TH2
The God of the Earth : Spirit of the Earth.

379. 'H AOPAT02 EKKAH2IA- OIKOAOMIA KT-
PIOT (2,a\r)fi 77 cra).

380. 'H nAFKPATOPIA- 'H EEOT2IA EOT.

Omnipotence : the Authority of God.

381. 'H nAFKPATOPIA- MEFlSTOS NOMO2.
Omnipotence : the Greatest Law.

382. 'H nAFKPATOPIA- AA3>A- 'O MESITHS.
Omnipotence : First : the Mediator.

383. 'OI KEKAHMENOI THS AAH0EIA2- KEKAH-
MENOI KTPIOT.

Those called of Truth : the Lord's Chosen.

384. 'TIO2 MONO2- fO AEITOTPFO2.

Only Son : the Minister.

385. 'TIO2 MON02- AA3>A- 'O MESITHS.
Only Son : First : the Mediator.

386. 'TIO2 MONO2- '0 HAPAKAHTOS AAH0INO2.
Only Son : the True Comforter.

387. 'TIO2 MONOS- KPITH2 TEAEIOS.

Only Son : Perfect Judge.

388. MEFA2 AlflN- OT2IOTH2.
Great Aeon : Essence.

389. 'TIO2 MONOS- AOrOS EIPHNH2 6EOT.

Only Son : Word of the Peace of God.

390. TO 'AFIA2MA EOT- IIETPA THS AAH0EIAS.
The Sanctuary of God : Rock of the Truth.

391. SABBATON EOT- EMEAIO2 TH2 EIPHNHS.
Sabbath of God : Foundation of the Peace.

392. OTSIA AIIEIPO2- 'H AAHEIA- AOFO2 EK
HATPO2.

Infinite Essence : Truth : Word from the Father.

G
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393. OTSIA AIIEIPOS- 'O EOS AI' ON TA HANTA.
Infinite Essence: the God for Whom are all

Things.

394. OTSIA AHEIPOS- ONOMA AIT APXHS.
Infinite Essence : Name from the Begioning.

395. OTSIA AHEIPOS- AOIX)S AAH@EIAS IIPOS
EON.

Infinite Essence : Word of Truth towards God.

396. OTSIA AIIEIPOS- EOS AAH@INOS-
fO

HATHP.
Infinite Essence : Very God : the Father.

397. OT2IA AIIEIPO2- BASIAEIA EOTHTOS.
Infinite Essence : Kingdom of the Deity.

For OTSIA AIIEIPO2 see Clem. Horn. xvii. ix.

398. IIAPENO2 OTPANIA- BASIAEIA EOTHTOI.

Heavenly Virgin : Kingdom of the Godhead.

399. IIAP@ENO2 OTPANIA- 'H HAPAHKH 'H

MTSTIKH.

400. A- H- AMHN- EOS- AMHN- MONOS EK
MONOT.

First : Last : Amen : God : Amen : Only of

Only (God).

401. AMHN- MONO2 EK MONOT- fO KOSMOHOIOS
EOS.

Amen: Only of -Only: the God who Created

the World.

402. 'EIS KTPIOS 'O AMHN- X) EOS KOSMO-
noios.

One Lord : the Amen : the God who Created

the World.

403. APXH AAH0EIAS- HAAAIOS 'HMEPftN.

Beginning of Truth : Ancient of Days.
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404. 'O EOIIAA2TH2- IIAAAIO2 'HMEPflN.
The Divine Creator : the Ancient of Days.

405. AOrOS KA' OAOT- HAAAIOS 'HMEPflN.
Word Universal : Ancient of Days.

406. TEAESTIKH EIHIINOIA- AIANOHMA KTPIOT.

407. BA2IAEIA ME22IOT- OIKOAOMIA TH2 El-

PHNH2.
Kingdom of the Messiah : Dwelling of Peace.

408. 'HAIOS AAONAI- AITEAO2 TH2 'HMEPAS.
The Sun : Adonai (Lord) : Messenger of the Day.

4og. 'O AOrOS- 'O APTO2- 'H AAH@INH AIA0HKH
KTPIOT.

The Word: Bread: the true Covenant of the

Lord.

The preceding list of specimens of Gematria of the

name of Jesus Christ include the most striking examples
at present to be found either as single words or as

combinations upon the numbers which are multiples

of 37. Thus it will be seen that each such sentence

divides into two parts, and both are, by Gematria,

within this category.

We have now to consider another and no less im-

portant class of words framed to give the number 2368.

These generally are not susceptible of division into two

numbers obviously proportionate, though in some cases

a geometrical analogy may be found.

The first and principal sentence built on the number

2368 in this class is 'O EOS TflN EflN The God
of God, and with this we shall head the list.

410. 'O EOS THN EflN.

The God of Gods.

411. 'O 'AFIO2 TflN 'AriflN.

The Holy One of Holy Ones.
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412. 'O AFA0O2 TUN AFAOflN.
The Good One of Good Ones.

413. TO NATION 'ArmN KTPIOT.
The Holy of Holies of the Lord.

414. 'AFION 'ArmN KTPIOT AIHNOIFMENON.
The Lord's Holy of Holies Opened.

415. 2TFKAEI2MA KATAIIETA2MATO2.
The Border of the Veil.

416. SAPS IH20T- TO KATAIIETA2MA.
The Flesh of Jesus : the Veil.

417. TO 'AIMA IH2OT- 'O AEITOTPFO2.
The Blood of Jesus : the Minister.

(NoTE. In the Epistle to the Hebrews it is the

Minister who enters within the Veil.)

418. SAFE KAI 'AIMA KTPIOT- AFKTPA EAIII-

A02.
The Lord's Flesh and Blood: the Anchor of

Hope.

419. FN02I2 TH2 2O<DIA2- 'H AFKTPA.

Knowledge of Wisdom : the Anchor.

420. SAFE KAI 'AIMA- 'H 0T2IA 'H nPHTH.
Flesh and Blood : the First Sacrifice.

421. 'OMOOTSION 'AFION TOT EOT.
The Holy Consubstantiality of God.

422. HAP@ENO2 2O3>IA- 'H AAH@EIA KTPIOT.

Virgin Wisdom : the Truth of the Lord.

423. 'H HAP0ENOS MHTHP- TO HNETMA- fO AOFOS.
The Virgin Mother : the Spirit : the Word.

424. 'O ENAIAETO2 AOFO2- 'H FNftSlS.

The Word conceived : the Gnosis.

425. 'H EIA FNnSlS- 'H AAH0EIA KTPIOT.
The Divine Gnosis : the Truth of the Lord.
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426. IH2OT2 ME2ITH2 EK MAFIAS TENNH0EIS.
Jesus the Mediator born of Mary.

427. 'H ATNAMI2 EK THS HAPENOT- 'H KAH-
PONOMIA.

The Power from the Virgin : the Inheritance.

428. KAPHOS MHTPA2- ME22IA2- EOTH2.
Fruit of the Womb : Messiah : Godhead.

429. KAPHO2 EK MHTPA2 THS HAPENOT.
Fruit of the Virgin's Womb.

430. HAI2 KTPIOT- BPE3>O2 MAPIAM.
Child of the Lord : Babe of Mary.

431. HAI2 EOT- nPO3>OPIK02 AOFO2.
Child of God : the Word Uttered.

432. IH2OT2- EMMANOTHA- 'H NIKH EK IIAP-

ENOT.

Jesus : Emmanuel : Victory from a Virgin.

433. NIKH TH2 'ArmSTNHS- NIKH THS ArA@fl-

2TNH2.
Victory of Holiness : Victory of Goodness.

434. AAH0INON MT2THPION EOTHTOS.
True Mystery of the Godhead.

435. 'O AOrOS EN 2OMATI- TO 'PHMA.
The Word in the Flesh : the Word.

436. AOrOS ET2HMO2- 'H AAH@EIA KTPIOT.
Word of Good Omen : the Truth of the Lord.

437. AAH0H2 AOrOS- EmrNHSU EIPHNH2 (or

True Word : Full Knowledge of Peace.

438. AOrOS ENEPFH2 EOT EPXOMENO2.
The Powerful Word of God that shall Come.

439. BIOS AOFO2- ENOIKHTHPION KTPIOT.

Divine Logos : Dwelling of the Lord.

440. AOriA TOT EOT KTPIOT.

Sayings of the Lord God.
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441. 'O HANAFIOS AOFO2- 'O HAPAKAHTHP.
The All-Holy Word : the Comforter.

442. I-X--T-2- 'PHMA KTPIOT.
'H AOriKH KTPIOT.

ICTHYS (the Sibylline acrostic) : Word of the

Lord.

443. AOrOS EOT KATA THN 2O<S>IAN.

Word of God according to the Wisdom.

444. HA2A 'H FNaSIS- NOT2 KAI AAH0EIA.
All Knowledge : Mind and Truth.

445. HNETMATIKH 2O3>IA- 'H EIPHNH EOT.

Spiritual Wisdom : the Peace of God.

446. AAH0EIA EOT- AIHN TH2 EIPHNH2.
Truth of God : Aeon of Peace.

447. EIPHNH HATPO2- 'H HAHPH2I2.
Peace of the Father : the Fulfilling.

448. 'O ME22IA2- <O KTPIOS TH2 AAH0EIAS.
The Messiah : the Lord of Truth.

449. AITEAO2 APAHHS KTPIOT- ME2ITH2.
Messenger of the Lord's Love : Mediator.

450. 'H AAHEIA KTPIOT- 'H KAHPONOMIA THS
EIPHNHS.

The Truth of the Lord: the Inheritance of

Peace.

451. KTPIOS AAHEIA2- 'H EAHIS ical 'H HISTIS
Kal 'H AFAHH.

Lord of Truth : Faith, Hope, and Love.

452. 'H MEFAAH FNIISIS- >EPOMENH HNOH
BIAIA (eTrLjvcaa-i^ .

The Great Gnosis : a Rushing Mighty Wind.

453. 'H MEFAAH FNflSlS- BA2IAEIA HATPO2.
The Great Gnosis : Kingdom of the Father.
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454. TO IINETMA AAHEIA2- KAHPONOMIA HA-
TPOS.

The Spirit of Truth: the Inheritance of the
Father.

455. KAEIS TH2 niSTEHS.

Key of the Faith.

456. 'HAIOS AIKAmSEflS.
Sun of Justification.

457. IIANMT2THPION- ITAHPHMA.
All-Mystery : Fullness.

458. 'H ZHH- 'O TEKTflN.
The Life : the Builder.

459. ONOMA 2OTHPIA2- 'H TPA.
Name of Salvation : the Door.

460. BOHO2 KO2MOT- 'O HAPAKAHTO2 'O

MEFAS.
Help of the World : the Great Comforter.

461. <J>fl2 KO2MOT- 'H AIA0HKH.

Light of the World : the Covenant.

462. 3>n2- AOMO2 EOT.

Light : House of God.

463. AAflNAI- 'O A2THP EN TH ANATOAH.
Adonai : the Star in the East.

464. BA2IAET2 2AAHM- 'H KATA^TFH.
King of Salem : the Refuge.

465. 'Anos 'ArmN- OIKOS KTPIOT.

Holy of Holies : the Lord's House.

466. 'H <I>J1NH TH2 EKKAHSIA2.
The Voice of the Church.

467. 'H MEFAAH rNflSlS TH^ EKKAH^IAS.
The Great Knowledge of the Church.

468. TO 0EAHMA TOT EOT IIATPO2.
The Will of God the Father.
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469. 'H AFAHH IIATP02- IH2OT2
fH T2IA.

The Father's Love : Jesus the Offering.

470. MAKAPIO2 ATNA2TH2- ME2ITH2.
Blessed Potentate: Mediator.

471. MON02 AOrOS- EOS HANTHN.
Only Word : God of All.

472. 'o AmNios Aoros- 'o MONOS EOS.
The Eternal Word : the Only God.

473.
rO AOFO2 KTPIOT- AIA@HKH EIPHNH2

EOT.
The Word of the Lord : Covenant of the Peace

of God.

474. 'O MEFAS AOrOS EIPHNH2- AIAHKH EOT
EATPOS.

The Great Word of Peace: Covenant of God
the Father.

475.
fO AOFO2 KTPIOT ME22IOT.

The Word of the Lord the Messiah.

476. A- ft- IIAPAMT@IA- AIA@HKH EOT IIA-

TPOS.
First : Last : Consolation : Covenant of God

the Father.

477. AOIX)2 EOT- 'H AIAHKH- 'H EIPHNH TOT
EOT.

Word of the Lord : the Covenant : the Peace

of God.

478. EOTH2- 'TIIAPEI2- AIA0HKH EIPHNHS
EOT.

Godhead : Substance : Covenant of the Peace

of God.

479. 'O AOrOS- ME22IA2 EOT- 'H APXH- 'H

AIA0HKH.
The Word: Messiah of God: the Beginning:

the Covenant.
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480. APTO2 THS AAH0EIAS- AIAHKH EIPHNHS
EOT.

Bread of Truth : Covenant of the Peace of God.

481. 'H SAFE- 'O APT02- 'O AEITOTPFOS.
The Flesh : the Bread : the Minister.

482. 'O AOF02 EK TOT EOT EN2APKO2.
The Word from God Incarnate.

483.
fO APT02 ZftHS AANATO2.

The Immortal Bread of Life.

484. 'O APTO2- AOrOX TOT EOT.
The Bread : Word of God.

485. ETXAPI2TIA- 'O APTO2.
Eucharist : the Bread.

486. AAHH2 'H BPH2I2.
Meat Indeed.

487. AEinNON KTPIOT- 'H ^>IAAAEA4>IA.

The Lord's Supper : Brotherly Love.

488. SftMA IH2OT- TO AEIHNON.

Body of Jesus : the Supper.

489. APTO2 TOT ETAITEAIOT.
Bread of the Gospel.

490. 'O ZHN- 2IIEPMA ZOHS.
The Living One : Seed of Life.

491. HAS AOFO2 KTPIOT- 'O EMMANOTHA (or, o

Tra? Xoyo? Kvpiov 'E/i/iai'oiw/X) .

The Whole Word of God : the Emmanuel.

492. 'H MEPAAEIOTH2 KTPIOT IH2OT.
The Majesty of the Lord Jesus.

493. 'O MEFAS NOM02 S^THPIAS.
The Great Law of Salvation.

494. TO TPI2AHON TOT EOT.

The Thrice-Holy of God.
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495. 'H nOATHOIKIAOS 2O3>IA EK EOT.
The Manifold Wisdom from God.

496. 'H TPAMMATEIA- 'H nOATHOIKIAOS 2OOIA.
The " Grammateia "

: the Manifold Wisdom.

497. TO AA3>A- ETAITEAION TH2 EIPHNH2.
The First : the Evangel of Peace.

498. TO OMErA- AOrOS EK HATPOS.
The Last : the Word from the Father.

499. KAINH AIA0HKH- SflTHPIA KO2MOT.
The New Covenant : the Salvation of the

World.

500. IH2OT2- TO AAH0INON IIA2XA.

Jesus : the True Passover.

NOTE. An experiment has been made with a view

to testing the extent of the possible combinations of

Gematria of this special character upon numbers slightly

greater or less than 2368 and other multiples of 37.

In each case it is found that no results at all equal to

these, nor do they at all approach them either in extent

or in rationality and consistency of meaning. The in-

ference is therefore in favour of a genuine system of

construction in the sacred vocabulary upon the basis

indicated.

The foregoing list is representative of the " meta-

cube" or "cube-difference" of 37. There are other

systems of Gematria based upon the
" metacubes "

7

and 19: but the demonstration of these is of necessity
held over. They connote other principles in the Divine

scheme.



CHAPTER IV.

SPECIMENS OF GEMATRIA FROM ST. MATTHEW XIII.

Our earliest Christian introduction to St. Matthew's

Gospel is the very celebrated fragment of Papias, quoted
by Eusebius (see Routh :

"
Reliquiae Sacrae," i. 14) :

MaT0aio5 fjiev ovv 'EfipaiSt Sia\KT<p ra \6yia a-vverd-

fjaro, ypiirjvevffe Se avrd a>9 fy Sui/aro? e/eacrT09.

This does not necessarily mean that St. Matthew did

not write his Gospel in Greek, but might also be held to

imply that he made a collection of the Logia in Hebrew,
and left his Hebrew readers to interpret them as best

they could without the Greek original or by its means.

The author may be accepted as Matthew or Levi the
" Publicanus ", who was certainly a Galilean, as were the

majority, and probably all, of the Apostles. Galilee of

the Gentiles was a bi-lingual district, and it may be

safely assumed that the class from which Our Lord drew

his apostles had a fair working knowledge of Greek.

Greek was the commercial and political language of

Syria, and such men as the /3a<uA,t/e6? (who was perhaps

Chuza, Herod's steward), whose son was sick at Caper-

naum, or Manaen, the cvvrpofyos of Herod the Tetrarch*

would know Greek as a matter of course. Add to this

the necessary commercial arithmetic of his profession

including exchange and proportionals and St. Matthew's

equipment for his work is plainly indicated. Such was
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the man who left the receipt of custom for a new and

higher calling. He is the royalist apostle of the King-
dom of Heaven and of the transcendental mathematics

of its treasury. He combines moreover the ancient

glories and hopes of his nation with the new revelation,

and can write equally for Hebrew and Greek students.

His Gospel has a title of its own. It is this :

<y/e<7ea>9 'I^troO Xpitrrov "Tiov Aa/r?i'S,

314 1268 688 1680 880 21

'Ttou 'A/3/Daa//,.

880 145 = 5876.*

This title may refer to the whole book, or only to

the opening portions. It is followed by a conventional

or conventionalised Genealogy, which gives, not the

natural descent, but the Line of Succession.

This Genealogy follows the line of the Kings from

Solomon to the captivity, and then passes abruptly to

the House of Nathan in the person of Salathiel, it being
well known that the House of Solomon was extinct in

the childless Jehoiachin and in the eunuchs of the palace

of the King of Babylon. Salathiel is therefore the heir,

and this principle will probably reconcile the utter diver-

gence of the immediate ancestry of St. Joseph from that

given by St. Luke.

St. Joseph was the legitimate heir to the throne, and

that was why he went to Bethlehem. The significance

of the four women mentioned in St. Matthew's genealogy
is well understood. They constituted no bar in the royal

pedigree. And to clinch the matter, the prophecy,
" Be-

hold, a Virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and they
shall call his name Emmanuel," is quoted.

= & \6yos 'lijffov Xpurrov- StSax^l TOV ffur-iipos
= 5176.
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'iSov, r) Trapdevos eV yacrrpl ! xal

484 8 515 55 614 80 31 681
> /

VIOV.

530 = 2998,

which sums the same number as :

'O 'Tto9 Kvpiov etc rfjs TLapOevov.
'O Xpt(TT09 Kiyjtou o

6 eo

av0po)7ro<>.

'O Mecro-ta? Kvpiov Movoyevrj? SK

'O Moj/o'ye^? Ao709' H\ijpc0/j,a

O Ep^o/ieyo9' Ao7O9 Travdyios Kvpiov.
O Meo"(Tia9 Kvpiov 77 KXtyaa^ ea-rrjpijfMevr} ev ry yfj

(Jacob's Ladder).

Aoyo9 a\r)6ivo<^' Me<riT?79 eoO Kvpiov.
O Me<7tT779' Oixria eoO Kvpiov.

@eoT7;9' Meo-crta9' 'O 'Tto9 Kv/3tot;.

Me<rcria9* 'AXijOrjs A-oyos' 17 Aui'a/^i? Kvpiov.
'O Mecrtri79* Ao709 Kvpiov

and, of Emmanuel, the following :

Moi/09 Ao709 Trar/309.

' o eo-<na9' ira<ra

This continues

/cat Ka\e<TOV(ri(v) TO ovofia avrov ^^fj.avov^\, 3383,

with its interpretation.

But at this point we are brought up again against the

problem of the i> e<j>e\tcv<TTiK6v, which, if inserted, brings
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the number to 3433. This latter has the very striking

gematria of

TO crrj/jieiov Xpto-rou Kuptov.

For " the Lord himself shall give you a sign
"
immedi-

ately precedes the prophecy. It is also o Atfyo?,

Kara

While on the other hand the number 3383 supplies

'I?7<rov9 Xptcrro?.

A6yo9 Kvpiov.

7rpo<f>opitc6$. /460' rjpwv o

These seem to give the key to the number of the

title 5876, which works out as follows :

Me0' rjp&v 6 eo9* Atfyo?

M.v<rTijpiov Kvpiov 'I^aou?

'O Xo70?
y

\r)(rov Xpto-rov, SiSa^i? rov

6eov.

The inference seems to be inevitable that Our Lord,

whatever language He used to the multitudes, expounded
His parables in Greek to His disciples, and they wrote

and spoke in Greek to the world, leaving the doomed

city of Jerusalem to its necessary destruction, though not

until every possible chance had been given it.

We will now proceed to examine the Gematria of the

seven parables in the thirteenth chapter of St. Matthew's

Gospel, which form a complete document of which frag-

ments appear in St. Mark and St. Luke.

They are arranged thus :

i. The Sower: on which follows the reason for

speaking in parables commencing with the

statement that to the disciples is given to
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know the Mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven,
and ending with the explanation of this parable.

2. The Parable of the Tares of the Field.

3. The Parable of the Grain of Mustard-seed.

4. The Parable of the Leaven and the three mea-
sures of Meal.

All these four are spoken to the multitudes from the

Boat thrust out from the shore of the lake. But when
the multitudes are dismissed, there is given to the dis-

ciples apart, in the house, the explanation of the Parable

of the Tares. Next come three more parables, the place
of delivery of which is not stated by St. Matthew, but

St. Luke (ch. v. i u) seems to indicate that they also

were delivered from St. Peter's boat just before the fish-

ing voyage when the first miraculous draught of fishes

was taken. These are :

5. The Parable of the Treasure hidden in the Field.

6. The Parable of the One Pearl of great price.

7. The Parable of the Seine or Drag-net.

The passage concludes with a question to the disciples

as to whether they had understood all these things, and

the final reply of the Lord, All these relate to the King-
dom of Heaven. And when the end is reached, there is

found the concluding illustration which declares that
"
Every scribe who hath been made a disciple to the

Kingdom of Heaven is like unto a ' Man that is a House-

holder
' which bringeth forth out of his treasure things

new and old ".

The Gematria of the
" man that is an householder

"
is

as follows :

u

A.vdpa>7ros ot'/eoSeo-TTOT^s = 2347 = Me/tu?7/*/o9 rfjs <ro<j>ia<i.

(Initiate of Wisdom)
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also

Mvr)<ri<; T?7<? 2o</>ta<? . .
= Initiation of Wisdom.

Ma0r)Tia TT;? o-o<ta<? (Deou .
= Teaching of the Wis-

dom of God.

or = Teaching of Gnosis.

'H AtSaer/caAta rW><re&>9

But the Gematria of Ha? ypa/jif^arevf; fj,a0r]rev0ei<;

2358, a number of great importance in the geometrical
scheme already referred to in a former chapter as that of

the Voice of the Lord ^tavrj Kvpiov, which is 'ETT^WO-^

Kvpiov. And it links with the symbolism of the Boat, in

the Gematria TO irXolov SCDT^/JO?. ^corrjp here counting
as a proper name does not require the second article.

H\otov the Boat, has the number of "EXeo? Mercy

310. As TO TrXoioz/ it is 680 = 'Tto? the Son. Add to

this the 800 of Kvpios or Hicrri<? and we have the total

1480= XPISTOS. And if to TO Tr\oiov SeoTr/po? be added

888 the number of IH2OT2, we have 3246 which is 77

da\a<r<ra trttoTra 7re<>t//-ft)cro. But it is when the Gematria

of the Kingdom of Heaven is studied the subject begins

to develop, for

fTT f * / *
. o O O "V T~)T^^T1/'\^^ ^^^^T^TLTTJH oaaiKeia rtov ovpavwv 2ooo AF12,1UZ ZillrlJr.

=
XpicTTo? 77 Trerpa irvev-

== NO/AO? rov Kvptou
'

<rov.

= 'O Ao0? @6oO' o

7T<ZT/JO?O-ta? OV 7T<ZT/JO?.

There also appear some well-recognised types of Our

Lord, such as

Kvpto? 'I^ffoi)? o SeuTe/309 A.8d/j,,

and also, by the strange geometry of the system, after
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mentioning Mva-rrfpiov rov KVK\OV 2888, there may be

given Me\%ttre8e' peyas 'lepeix; Kvpiov 2888, being the

circumference of the circle of which 919, the number of

MEAXI2EAEK is the diameter. But about Melchisedec

we have many things to say and hard to be uttered,

which may be left until we come to deal with the work of

that wonderful Gnostic who wrote the Epistle to the

Hebrews.

The section of St. Matthew's Gospel dealing with

these parables might well be headed " At
'

Trapafto\al

rrj<t /SatrtXeia? rwv ovpavtav" with the Gematria 3901, for

this is also

Ta \6yta rov Xpto-roir }Lvayye\iov y3acrtA,eta9.

MlXTTT^ptOZ/' KvplOS XptffTO? Ao^O?,

and also 'H IV<wo-t<? eov added to 'AXtet? dvOpwTrow.

The parables can now be taken in order. The first is

that of the Sower. The scenery has been described in

countless sermons as probably actually in view from the

boat at the time. The purport of the parable is quite
obvious : the Word is being preached and will be received

by various sorts of folk in various ways with results ac-

cording. That is to say, the lesson is not so much on the

Kingdom of Heaven itself as on the reception of the

Gospel of it. So there is not much mystery, nor is the

wording so exact and constant as in the remaining

parables. It may be well to refer to what St John the

Baptist said of the Lord (ch. iii. 12)
" whose fan is in his

hand, and he will thoroughly purge his floor and gather

his wheat into the garner, but he will burn up the chaff

with unquenchable fire." For St. Irenaeus refers to this

passage as interpreted by certain Gnostics (adv. Haer. i,

I. 6, Harvey vol. I, p. 30). They interpreted TO TTTVOV as

the Cross o-ravpos, which burnt up all material things.

Now TO TTTVOV counts 1270, whilst <rravpb<; is 1271. In

H
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connection with this it may be noted that Clement of

Alexandria somewhere speaks of /caraX^i/rt?, 1270, as the

first step to the Gnosis, 17 Fj/wo-t? = 1271 = Gravpos.

But the Floor, rj a\wv, counts 889, and 'IH2OT2 888,

while Trvp aafieo-rov, 1408, has the number of crwr^p, and

the Chaff, TO axvpov, counts as TO Trrw/ta, 1591. The
error of one unit in the count disappears on balance,

+ 1270 = 888 + 1271.

'O SnEJPON the Sower, has the number 1315,

which is by Gematria the number of the Lord
e'o-Tt = 1315) and of the Teaching of Jesus, SiSa^r;

and of His Apostles, aTrdo-ToXot eoO.

'O SHEIPflN TON AOrON EOT 2442, is another

multiple of 37, which is the number of :

17 egovffia ^Irjaov Ki/ptou.

'I^aoO? avdaTaaif (rap/cos.

'1170-01)5 Meo-ata? r)fj,Gtv.

The connection between the death and resurrection of

the body, and the growth of a corn of wheat that falls

into the ground and dies being sown in corruption, is

frequent, but it will be well to look into the Gematria

of the expression,
" The resurrection of the Body," as

this again gives us one of the characteristic 37 numbers,

viz. 1554 = 37 x 42, and we offer the following :

aptfo? . Resurrection of the Body.
KOKKOV . The Clothing-upon of the Seed

(cp. II. Cor. 6).

Tre/j/iaTo?. The Sleep of the Grain.

'1770-01)5 o STrapa? . Jesus the Seed-corn.
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THE TARES OF THE FIELD.

This Parable is recorded by St. Matthew only. The

Kingdom of Heaven is likened to a man who sowed

<T7mpas), but there is also another reading

(TTreipcov) . But 6 <nrelpa>v, as we have seen,

is the Lord. He is the Heavenly Sower, (nrelpwv ov-

pdvios, with the number 2146 (37 x 58), which may be

interpreted Xpto-ro? o a-jrapck, or indeed Xptoro? 6

2,7reipa<>, which is also Xpttrros Ao^yos dyairrjs.

One day the heavenly Sower shall reap where he

has sown, when he becomes the Reaper, o epio-rr)p rov

dypov, again 2146.

Further, TO rcdXbv aireppa- ol vloi, 1537, is, by Gematria,

ol viol T77<? ftao-ikeia? The Sons of the Kingdom : and

turning to the other side, we find that ot viol rov irovrj-

pov, 2118, is 387 + 387 + 1344, or Aia/3o\o? + ra &avia
rov aypov The Devil and the Tares of the Field.

The Gematria offers some striking parallels, which we

give here :

2118= Amy9oXos + Ta i%dvia rov aypov.
Ta Zt^dvia rov dvrifceifjievov . The Tares of the

Adversary.
Ta Ztdvta- Mwrrfpiov ^arava The Tares : Mys-

tery of Satan.

Ata/Qo\o? + 'A7pos rov b.ia$o\ov The Devil + The
Devil's Field.

Further, finding in the Clementine Homilies xix. 2

the phrase o TO tcaxov o-irep^a (nreipas, 1623, it was hardly

surprising to note that 6 'Zarava? icbo-p,ov the enemy of

the world, had the same number, as also has o Sia/SoXo?'

6 dpiOpos %&' The Devil : the Number 666.

It will follow from this method of interpretation, if
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it be accepted, that the Tares are evil spirits and not

human. The Wheat cannot become Tares, nor the

Tares, Wheat. Satan, being of necessity a creature of

God, is in some way, mysterious to us, a part of God's

economy.

THE GRAIN OF MUSTARD-SEED.

There has been a certain amount of speculation as

to the identity of the plant referred to, but there seems

no reason to depart from the straightforward view that

those who heard the parable would take it to refer to

the Common Mustard a plant that is known to grow
to a considerable size, and which is known to attract

birds as every mustard field in Norfolk will testify. If

any question be raised as to the seed of this plant being
"the smallest of seeds" it must be remembered that

(TTrepfta means " that which is sown ", and that the mus-

tard planted in the garden would be one of the smallest

of seeds of such plants as are usually raised from seed.

Nevertheless, the question why the mustard-seed should

have been selected for illustration has been a natural

one, and it is noteworthy that there is no mention of

mustard anywhere else in the Bible, and that wherever

this parable is quoted, the words used are always
" KOK-

#05 o-ti/ttTreco? ". The Gematria of the words is 1746.

But this is:

'O v)o-avpb<; 'Irj&ov . . The Treasury of Jesus.

To K6Kpvfj,fievov Tlvevfia . The Hidden Spirit.

and it is also :

Map7a/3tTj;9 o-o^ta? . . Pearl of Wisdom.
'Eotcrta Kvpiov . . Authority of the Lord.

ia Kvpiov . . Mark of the Lord.
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The occurrence of the r)<ravp6s in this connection
is remarkable, but the subject will be elsewhere dealt

with (see Part II.). The Srjvavpos is a mystery-word of

frequent occurrence in the Gnostic writings, with an
evident mathematical bearing of a transcendental nature,
and in direct connection with Trier? o>? KOKKOS o-ti/aTreo)?.

This Mystery, the Faith as a Grain of Mustard-seed,
can plant the sycamine tree in the sea and has power
to remove a mountain.

TO 0/309 rovro fjieTaftrjOi evrev9ev e/eet.

Thou Mountain, remove hence to yonder place= 3189,

which is,

'O Ao7o<? Kvpiov.

'E^ovcrta Kuptou (/co/c/co? (Tti/aTrecov) . . =3189,

corresponding to the

Mvo-rrfpiov Kvpiov M.rjvVT^ (so spelt in the

Pistis Sophia) ..... =3189.

There may be alternative solutions to such a parable
as this, but the one already given seems undoubtedly
the best. Our Lord carries His disciples clean out of

Space, and gives them to understand that things most

firm and solid to the senses are no obstacles to the

power of the Lord.

THE LEAVEN.

This parable is short, and without explanation. Nor-

mally, leaven carries the idea of some sort of corruption.
" A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump

" "
Purge out

the old leaven
" " Beware of the leaven of the Phari-

sees ", etc. The three measures of meal are usually

regarded as the common quantity used for one batch of
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bread, but the word a-dra is only used in the N.T. in this

parable, and further, a\evpov is an unusual form being

mostly used in the plural akevpa. This strangeness of

diction is observed in other places where Gematria seems

likely to be found.

The Three measures of meal give us another Gematria

of the 37's.

Ta d\Vpov adra rpia . 2220= 37 X 60,

which is

'O Ko/e/co? rov O-ITOV . . 2220 = The Grain of Wheat,

"Az/tfpwTro? o Mt/cpo/cooy/,05 . 2220 = Man, the Microcosm,

who is the subject of the process of spiritual leavening.

Now if to this number 2220 we add the number of the

Leaven, 17 typy, 463, we obtain the total 2683, which has

this most significant Gematria (see also
"
Preliminary In-

vestigation ", p. 48).

'iT/croO? Mapta?' o Ao^o?

Kvpiov . . . Jesus, Son of Mary : Word
of the Lord.

To nx^w^o, rov eov . The Fulness of God.

'1170-01)9 X/340-T05 St/caios . Jesus Christ the Righteous.
CO Ao7o?' 77 'A/j^77 T^? ^5 The Word : the Beginning

of Life.

The Leaven % typi) 463 is equivalent by Gematria to

the Will TO 6e\t]^a, the Precept evro\rj, and Renuncia-

tion dTrorajr), a favourite Mystery-word with the Gnos-

tics who appear to have well understood the necessity of

the connection between yvwans 1263 and dTrorayr)

1263.
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THE HIDDEN TREASURE.

Following the break in the series made by the ex-

planation of the Parable of the Tares, the next two

parables emphasize the preciousness of the Kingdom of

Heaven and the keenness of the finders to secure their

possession of it. The Parable of the Treasure seems

almost to pass the bounds of ethics, for the idea of the

man who finds the Treasure is to hide it again, say

nothing about it, and go and buy the field from its

unsuspecting owner and so secure the treasure for him-

self. But the children of this world are wise in their

generation, and this is not the only place in which Our
Lord holds up their zeal rather than their morals as an

example.
The treasure is found in the field, that is, in the open

country, but the particular portion is what is bought.
Now it has been seen what Faith as KOKKOS owa-Trews can

be, and 6 dyopd^wv rbv dypbv the Purchaser of the Field

has the same number 1746. And also o vibs Ma/oia?

But he who bought the field is he who found the

treasure, and this is

rO evpwv rbv Orja-avpbv . . 2683 (see Parable of the

Leaven),

and the number in this aspect is divided congruously,

since

o evpwv . . .
= 1425 Ata/coi/o? KvpLov.

rbv 0r)<ravpbv .
= 1258= 'O Aeirovpyos.

So that the Deacon of the Lord, and the Minister or

worshipper in holy things, is he who also has this won-

drous number of the Lord.

And as for the finding of the Treasure,
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TO evpijfAa rov 6-rja'avpov . 2882

is also

rVwo-i? o-a>T77/jta9 . . 2882, Knowledge of Salvation,

whilst the hiding of the treasure,

77 Kpvtyw ev T&> a<yp< . . . 3497?

is o Orjaavpof Kuptou ev rfj yvaxrei, . 3497'

The Treasure of the Lord in the Gnosis.

THE ONE PEARL OF GREAT PRICE.

Again in this Parable the Kingdom of Heaven is

likened to a Man, and not a thing. In this case it is

a Man that is a Merchantman avQpwjros e/iTro/oo? with

the Gematria 1875. Here is the Kingdom of Heaven as

the Church, since the simple Gematria of avOpwiros as

Humanity is the TO TravBo^elov of the Parable of the Good
Samaritan and also 77 eicK\r)o-ia oio-a. And the Gematria

of civOpwTTos e/u/TTOpo? seems to emphasize this teaching, as

1875, being 1310 av6pa>7ro<s + 565 efjmopos, may equally be

read
77 eK/cXtja-ia wcra e<rnv (1310 + 565), and it is more-

over Koivcovia dyiwv the Communion of Saints the

<po)<; TrapOeviov or Lumen Virginale of St. Irenaeus. This

Merchantman is seeking goodly pearls and he finds One

pearl of great price. The Gematria of this is :

'Et9 7roXim/A09 fjiapjapirr}<f . . = 2178.

But 2178 is the number of the Mystery of the Lord,

Mvo-rypiov Kvpiov, and has a great significance in the

geometrical scheme which underlies the symbolism of

the Gematria. And, by Gematria, it is:

77 ActyScoTo? T779 8ia0iJKi)<; . The Ark of the Covenant.

77 K\r)povofiia rfjf lAaOrjoreo)? The Inheritance of the

Teaching.
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r) Bao-tXeta- 77 ^wTtjpia eov

Xa/3t<y ?) BacrtXeta Ki/ptou.

T7/9

The Net of the Mysteries.
The Kingdom: the Sal-

vation of God.

Grace: the Kingdom of

the Lord.

Way of Salvation.

True Mystery of Truth.

The "
goodly pearls

" which the merchantman was

seeking are ol tca\oi fiapyapirai, with the number 777,

again a multiple of 37, being 37 x 21. These are

equated with those called to the Kingdom, ol K\r)rol

ySao-tXeta = 777, and with those true possessions of a

man, which are not as silver and gold, but are the

Inward things of a man, ra evovra 777.

Looking then at the above list as representing the

possessions of the Church, is she not seeking to gather
into her treasury the souls of those who should be saved,

and in so doing, discovering for herself the Mystery of

the Lord in a fuller revelation ?

This Mystery again leads her away from the outward

things of this material universe, to those hidden or trans-

cendental things whose incomprehensible nature is con-

veyed by the Pentalpha, or Star of Five points, four of

which alone are perceptible to

Man as the Tetrahedron or

Mystery of the Alpha, but whose
fifth point is necessarily to be

apprehended only by the higher
reason which is the spiritual

sense. For the fivfrrrjpiov Kvpiov
is also the fifth point that is

hidden.

TO a-rjfjLelov evroi (or Tre^trrov) Ketcpv^evov = 2178.
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The Kingdom of God is
" within you

"
eWo9. This

is recorded as a saying of Our Lord (St. Luke xvii. 21),

and the phrase
" within

" seems to be a common one in

the Gnostic books with the meaning of "higher" or

"beyond". But the hidden Fifth Point may be, and

probably is, an extension of the ordinary geometrical

series, used as symbol.

1. A point.

2. Two points, not coincident, forming a line.

3. Three points, not in line, forming a plane.

4. Four points, not in a plane, forming a solid.

5. Five points, one not in three-dimensional space,

forming an extra-solid or hyper-stereon.

Now this Five-pointed extra-solid is the fourth dimen-

sion of the Tetrahedron or Mva-Tijpiov, 1178) whose volume

in its relation to that of the Cube, the Omega Mystery
is, by convention, as 1178 to 10,000 (see mathematical

tables), and as the product of the Fourth Power, using
the word SiW/u? in its strict philosophical and mathe-

matical sense, it is

rerdprif] Svvafiis ySatrtXeta? = 2178 = The Fourth Power
of the Kingdom.

Or as a numerical "
logos

"

oTTapro<;\6yo<;fia(ri\ei,a<;*= 2178 = The fourth ratio of

the Kingdom.

* Readers will note that in certain cases the possessive article is omitted.

In Gnostic Use a warrant of custom may be claimed for this even where the

personification of the noun may not itself clearly sanction it. Even in the

N. T. it is possible to cite an exceptional construction of this nature, such as

& e&j vfKpuv, and in Pistis Sophia the Coptic has n ANTIMIMON M IINA

which is rb wrlfjutiov xvf{>na.-ros apparently, also in St. Irenoeus I. 14. 3 in this

passage (Harvey I., p. 135).

2& 8i nT<ipfftoi> iytipas rb [H. adj. TTJJ] Siapofa? V&THM, Hippolytus correcting

the text of St. Irenaeus as we have it.
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The ratio 1178 : 10,000 may be inversely stated as 100
to 849, and in this way we arrive at the understanding of

the Omega as the Gnostic expression for the volume of

the Cube. For HMEFA has the Gematria 849. So 1178,

fivarr^piov, or 1179 (a higher computation) a pvo-Tijpiov

Alpha Mystery on the one hand, and 849, wpeya, are

reciprocals, and the Pistis Sophia in this way states it,

that the First and Last mysteries are one and the same.

849, the Cube, by its three co-ordinated dimensions, sym-
bolises (after the Clementine Homily) the three Powers
of the Godhead, and 17 Mo*>a9 eV rptdSt or rj Tpta? eV

fMovdSi each, by Gematria, = 849.

To the elucidation of the five-pointed figure repre-

senting the extension of the First Mystery, which, as the

Pentalpha in a Pentagon, is the symbol of the Power of

the Kingdom, great attention is being given.

The fifth point is outside Space, and if it can be

found, verily it is of great price, and the Magi, in their

Star, would seem to have discerned it.

PARABLE OF THE NET.

The next parable, that of the Net, may be found to

deal with the 849 of the Omega or Last Mystery, as a

Cube, or as more than a Cube, that is to say, as what our

mathematicians have called a Tessaract, the ideal four-

dimensional figure which is the geometrical conception of

the mathematical quantity a*. And it may go beyond
that again to the circular section of the hyper-sphere

formed by the rotation of a hemisphere not on a mere

axis, but on a plane.

The ordinary application of this
)RAG-NET.

parable is that the general work Of

the Church will encircle a very heterogeneous crowd, and
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that there can be no selection or rejection until the shore

is reached. And with this interpretation the Gematria

seems to harmonise, for :

l^Oves Kotr/jLov eV (rajijvp Kuptou . . . 3349-

rj /SatrtXeta TO>I> ovpavwv oyuoia (rayijvij . . 3349.

Ao7<>9 Kvpiov' /ie7a\?7 a-ayrfwr} o-WTijpias . . 3349-

The Church is the Net, and Christ is the Great Fish.

X/010-T05 o I%#u9 ..... 2769
'H E/c/cX^o-ta rj (rayrjwr) . . . 580--

3349,

and the whole is again the First and Last, the Mystery of

the Lord.

A* 11* TO Mva-rrfpiov Kvpiov . . . 3349-

The Net, cast into the sea (if it be lawful to take the

perfect instead of the aorist participle) may be

17 <ray>jvr) j3e/3\'r)fjlevv) et9 rrjv

0d\ao-<rav . . .
= 1500= <Wl2 Light,

and the Net of the Lord God, when filled with souls

becomes either

. . .
= 2960 =

<ria

or,

Kvpiov jr\r)pci)-... = 2997 =

Both are again multiples of 37, and it will be noted

that an instance is here afforded of the curious con-

struction of words (of which many instances have been

recorded by us) whereby the substitution of one word,

7r\t}po)0ela-a, for another of like meaning, TreTrX^pcofievij,

merely increases the count without disturbing the charac-
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teristic factorial value of the total : and in this one little

fact, trifling apparently, may lie a vast significance, for it

may open the door to a knowledge of a symmetric scheme
of word-construction in the Greek language unknown and

unsuspected for centuries. As the reader's curiosity may
well be roused by such a statement, it will be but fair to

attempt in a measure to satisfy it in the present place,
and we must briefly diverge from our proper theme for

the purpose.

Now, supposing it were desired to express such an

idea as the "
salvation of the Saints

"
or the "

consolation

of the Saints
" we should perhaps make choice of one or

other of the following terms. The reader will note care-

fully the numerical result in each case, and we will ask

him whether it will be rational to conclude that such

results can by any possibility be accidental.

1. TlapaxXtjo'i^ TWV dyitav, Consola-

tion of the Saints . . . =2664= 37 x 72.

2. 'H HapafJiv0ia TWV ayicav
= 2664 = 37 x 72.

3. TlapajivQiov TCOV ayiwv = 2775 = 37 X 75.

4. To Hapafj,v0iov rwv dyicav
= 3145 = 37 X 85.

5. 'H ^wrrjpLa rwv dyLav, Salvation =3441 =37 X 93.

6. ^,a>rijpiov TWV dyio)v . = 3552 = 37 X 96.

7. To ^(orijpiov r<ov dyiwv = 3922 = 37 X 106.

TO = 370, is ready to hand in all cases of neuter words.

To revert to our subject the Net. It is drawn up to

the shore at the consummation of the Age. This has a

somewhat remarkable number. The casting of the Net

has one half this number.

T}? <ray>v'r)<; . . 1455 = 3 x

(double 1455 = 2910)
and 97 avvT\eia rov dicavos . . . 2910 = 6 X 485.

485 is a prominent Gnostic number. The Bruce
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Codex is full of it, and is indeed named after a mystic

personage or formula the Tetragrammaton IEOT= 485.

He is Archon of the Aeon, and Bishop of the Light.

And he is also the Man of Truth. 'O 0X17^5 'Az^'p
=

485.

Now Seven times 485 = 3395 = 4>!l2 EK 3>nTO2 Light
of Light, one of Our Lord's titles in the Nicene Creed.

It looks like Six Days and the Seventh.

Similarly

01 t'xflye?
e'/c Travros yevovs

= 2758 = IH2OT2- TO 3>fl2.

But this parable of the casting of the Net has also a

suggestion of some very striking mathematics connected

with it. For 77 yu-eyaXi; a-ay^vrj eov God's great Net,

has the Gematria 849, which connects it at once with the

perfect figure of the Cube, symbol of the consummation

of the work of the Church, and with the Holy Trinity

and the Mysterion.
As TI arayijvrj rov ~K.vpiov it is 2048 = 77 AvtpflMVf

Redemption.
Either way, it is evidently a cosmic or universal sym-

bol applicable in the widest sense to God's purpose in

Man, for :

<rayijvij eov 849 = Meya? Kderyito?

rov Kvplov = 2040 = Mt/cpo? Kooyto?

Kvpiov.

'H ^ayqvti eoO gives us the Cube analogy even more

directly, for:

77 <rayijvr) eov .
= 762 = o Ki/ySo?

(The Cube).

But the word <rayijvr}, 270, is in itself mathematically
related to the 849 of the /ieya? icoa-pos. The Universe

being figured as a circle, and the measure of that circle

being 849, its diameter (which we may regard figuratively
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as a net which embraces it) will be found to be 270 and a

small fraction. And 270 is also the side of the square
in which the circle is held. This square measures around

its whole perimeter 4 x 270 = 1080, and 1080 is the

number of the Holy Ghost, TO ayiov Trvevpa. The Cross

in the Circle is the Teacher = 2 x 270 = 540 = At8a-

?, and the six-armed cross ^|C is 810 = Hapd-

tc\T)To<i (Paraclete).

'H SAFHNH- 'O KTBOS = 1040 = MIKPO2 KO2MO2.

BAXTER'S PRESS, OXFORD.
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An Introduction to the absorbing study of which

the present book gives the first concrete results.

From an article in The Expository Times by
D. S. Margoliouth, M.A., D.Litt, F.B.A., Laudian

Professor of Arabic in the University of Oxford :

" That ancient authors, both sacred and profane, at

times employed cryptic modes of expression is known
... in the great encyclopaedia of old Islamic diplomacy
... a recognised form of cypher consists in substituting

for the letters of names their value as numbers. . . . The
Rabbis made some wonderful discoveries in the Old

Testament by the use of the numerical gematria.
"
If the number 666 in the Apocalypse be a conscious

imitation of 888, the number of the Greek Jesus and

this, which is an old suggestion, seems to be plausible

the authors of this pamphlet are justified in introducing

into criticism an element which has been hitherto ordinarily

neglected."
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